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Continues At United;
Cabs Idle As Drivers Picket

Memberships Strike
For Families
Sought By 1'

•

'He Outran Me,So What C ould I Do?
Fourteen-year-old Gregg Hicks, son
of a•Bogalusa, La. civil rights leader, shows newsmen in New Orleans
As where he was bitten by a police dog
thring a racial disturbance. Gregg
was brought to New Orleans, along

I
.

anyway."

LeMoyne To Award
90 Degrees Monday

Caught In
Double Race
Boycotts

DRIVERS ON STRIKE — Protesting the high cost of rent.
big cabs at United Cab company, these drivers are some
of the 80 or more who went on strike against the company
last week, and here are seen in front of the office on
Vance Avenue, as other men man the picket line with
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posters saying "Cab Rent Too High." The strike was organized by the Taxi Drivers association. One official of
TDA said the company offered the men a 50-cent reduction
per man, but that they were holding out for a-dollar-a-man
reduction. (MLR Photo)

during the night for the same
(UPI)—
LeMoyne will graduate its Mae Shepherd, 1985 Ho)le;
Fourth; Teoleous A. Taylor (bio- NATCHEZ, Miss. —
period has to pay $7096.
in
denounced
supermarket,
A
thirty-fourth senior college class Miss Irma Nadean Sholdersi logy, 1069 Stafford; Bruce Korth
If a man lents a cab for the
was
pamphlet,
segregationist
a
Monday, May 31, on campus in 1270 Cella; Miss Dorothy Jo/inn Walger (mathematics), 1787
seven-day, 24-hour a-day period,
front of Brownlee Hall. Proces- Smith, 813 Bullington; Miss Pa- Farrington, and Robert E. Wil- slightly damaged by a "stink
he is charged $103.72.
winsional will start at 5:30 p. m. tricia Bertice Smith, 1344 Vol. liams (chemistry), 898 Saxon. bomb" tossed through a
Mr. Ward told the Tri-State
ow, authorities said.
SUMMER CANDIDATES
Founded in 1870, LeMorie tine;.Miss Sarab.hlarie SNiVi
Defender on Monday that the The Booker T; Washington graduates will go on to colleges
was first a high school and then 1•842 North Breedlove; Mis&Ru- Bachelor of Science, Educa- Mayor John J. Nosser, whose
officials had offered the men a Evening School will hold its for degrees.
a junior college before becoming thie Lee Spearman, 5197 *net- tion — Miss Hazel Bonds, 1508 stores were targets of similar The United Cab company corn- rent reduction of one
dollar on commencement exercises in the
MORE EXPECTED
a full-fledged four-year college. Ia; Miss Carole Ann Spight, 394 Lockhaven: Mrs. Clara Twigg attacks last year, said a plate pleted one week with drivers on the cabs for a 24 hour
period, South Hall of Ellis Auditorium Mr. Miller said he expects
Commencement address will Wellington; Henry Thompson HI Bowman, 94 So. Parkway E.; glass window at the chain (A strike Monday. An official of but that where two men
operate on Thursday night, May 27, at more students to attend evening
be delivered by the Rev. Harold 413 Argo Road; Miss Aretha Mits Alice Devoice Davis, 1392 & P) store was broken and a the company said the end did a cab it would
mean only SO 8 p. m., and some 202 persons school next year because
of exG. S. King, senior minister of Yvonne Townsel, 1228 Engle. Fairview; Mrs. Barbara Jean container of chemicals tossed not appear to be in sight, and cents per man. The
TDA is hold- will receive high school diplom- panded facilities, and more
Edmondson, 1275 Neptune; Miss Inside.
Wayzata Community Church, wood;
he didn't know when it would ing out for the dollar.
mas and certificates.
Elaine
Elbert,
1437
Austin;
Townsel,
Mrs.
Patricia
Ann
Miss
trade courses.
apyzata, Minn., a suburb of
"There was no damage ex- be settled.
"If they give it to us," he Speaking at the ceremony for
1630 Ely; Miss Alice Jean Tur- Willye Ruth Geeter, 910 Fields cept for the broken glass,"
(Prone apolis.
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw, a Unit- said, "we would
the largest graduating class in Some of the courses he exRoad;
Mrs.
Bettye
Myers
Grant,
420
Wyloner,
Cambridge;
Mrs.
immediately
reBaccalaureate sermon will be
Nosser said. Police officials ed Cab official, said that she
the history of the evening school pects will be added are comdelivered Sunday, May 30, at dene B. Walker, 1401 Effie; 589 Lucy; Mrs. Evelyn R. Gre- could not be reached for com- did not know when the 80 some turn to the vehicles."
will be Congressman George W. mercial art, interior decorating,
Murley;
gory,
1987
694
Mrs.
Williams,
Elizabeth
C.
Stu_
SOME AGREEMENTS
5:30 p. m. by the Rev. W.
ment.
drivers would return to work,
Grider, who will fly to Memphis and the operation of IBM and
Mrs.
Rio
Rita
Jackson,
1468
Miss
Joan
Annette
WilEdith;
ling Cary, minister of Grace
electronic equipment.
Nosser said the grocery chain but she denied that the firm Since the strike has been in especially for the occasion.
Congregational Church, New hams, 1944 Glory Circle, and So. Willett; Miss Mable Pauline was attacked in a segregationist has been charging tile men sev- effect, Mr. Ward said the Unit- More tan 1,000 persons are Mr. Miller has been concenJeffries,
5218
Highway
61,
South;
2665
SuMiss
Peggy
Wright,
City.
York
Miss Beverly M. Kirklon, 733 pamphlet distributed in this en cents more than the regular ed Cab officials have agreed to participating in the night class- trating on salvaging the school
There will be 119 seniors in Preme.
Tate; Paul Quinn Lowery, 698 Mississippi river town la s t price of gas, which some claim- stop charging drivers for the es at Booker T. Washington, ac- drop-outs in the school.
HUMANITIES DEGREES
the line of march. Degrees will
time cabs are broken down. cording to the principal, A. D. Many who do not intend to
week. "But I don't know if the ed the company was doing.
be awarded Monday to 90. The Bachelor of Arts in Humani- Williams; Miss Ruthie Lee Mul- bombing had anything to do Mrs. Shaw said the company United Cabs have been seen Miller, and the students include continue their education take
other 29 will complete their work ties — Miss Jim Ella Auston, ligan, 538 Lucy; Mrs. Martha with that," he said.
set the price of its •gasoline ac- on the streets since the strike, persons who saw the need for an such courscs as bricklaying,
Jones Payne, 114 South Wellingduring the summer session.
1502 Humber; Miss Audrey LaNosser, serving his fourth cording to a figure given them but in most cases they were op- education and decided to return. auto mechanics and cosmetoloCandidates will be presented nita Davis, 1424 Rayner; Miss ton;
as mayor, disclosed the by Allenberg Oil company, and crated by men who are part Many of the evening school gy.
by Dean Lionel A. Arnold and Juanita Gardner, 1570 Hamil- Miss Ernestine Pewritt, 2870 term
supermarkets and variety that the men would then be giv- owners of the vehicles they
degrees will be conferred upon ton; Miss Geraldine Gray, 1171 Faxon; Mrs. Velma Lee Prit- three
owns were being for- en a two cent discount on each drive.
them by President Hollis F. Englewood; Mrs. Minnie Ann chard, 1423 Hyde Park; Miss store he
; The men also complained aLitha Lee Rogers, 1246 Cannon; ed out of business because of gallon.
Price.
Annie
Gray, 799 Saxon; Miss
Mrs. Lottie Beasley Strong, 1128 economic boycotts waged by At times, she said, some of bout having to pay for air conEDUCATION MAJORS
Miss
DeSims;
Jones,
704
gasoline
Ruth
the drivers would see
ditioners on cabs after having
Mrs. Ruth H. Wallace, both Negroes and whites.
Scheduled to receive dcgrees: lorise Hazel Jojner, 1532 Bun- Smith:
Maplewood; Miss Annie Ile charged whites stayed prices fall in one section of the paid them off; a policy on what
Bachelor of Science in Educe- tyn; Mrs. Mildred Mattis, 1930 1576
to
expect
United
uniform to wear during sumLee Wilson, 1477 McMillan; away from his stored because city, and then
lion: —Mrs. Virginia Anderson, Clovia Lane; Miss Doris Ann
Mrs. Helen Gibbs Workman, a "small minority clique" lower prices before Allenberg mer and winter, and payment ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla—(NPI) He said his troubles began
704 Marble; Mrs. Jacquelyn Al- Porterfield, 679 North Sixth;
word.
gave
the
for leasing space at Central Sta- — Motel Manager James Brock, when the Rev. Martin Luther
1473 South Orleans, and Mrs. Al branded him as a "Negro sym- called and
len Bailey, 1197 So. Parkway Miss Willie Mae Simpson, West
1372 Chadwick pathizer," and Negroes were The drivers also complained tion, when the company failed to an unwilling central figure in King Jr. was arrested at the
Wright,
Jean
E.; Mrs. Marion E. Bailey, 1866 Memphis, Ark.; Miss Dorothy
lodge during last summer's
Circle.
being influenced by persons that they sometimes rent a cab renew the lease.
Kendale; Mrs. Dorothy Marie Louise illett, 760 Alaska; Miss
rights struggle last mass demonstrations.
Arts, Social Sci- "acting in the name of the and that after it breaks down, Drivers say they are required the civil
Bachelor
of
Bradley, 3450 Shelby Drive; Vivian C. Williams, 1617 Lauderence— Curtis Lewis Carter (so- Council of Federated Organiza- they must pay for the time that to Bfly gasoline from United Cab summer, says he has been brok- "It was a stigma I just could
,siss. Gloria Lewers Brown, 1437 dale ,and Mrs. Jessie Holmes
company, and that they will be en financially by integration, not seem to shake," he said.
634 Alabama; Eddie tions (COFO)," a civil rights it is out of service,
Ldhieron; Miss Betty Lee Car- Wright 832 North Claybrook, all ciology),
Nearly 300 integrationists were
MAIN GRIEVANCE
fired if they get it elsewhere. and will leave town.
Rodman (history), 1851 Keltner group.
Cypress
Road;
Mrs.
ter, 3481
English majors.
Circle, and Troy L. Vaughn (so- "I do not seek favoritism," Daniel Ward, vice president Mrs. Shaw said that it is a Brock claims he has lost his arrested during sit-ins and
Chambers,
2467
Marva L.
Bachelor of Arts in Social ciology), 1096 Neptune.
Nosser said in calling for an of the Taxi Drivers association, company rule that the drivers financial interest in the Monson swim-ins at the motel.
Heard;
Science — Jimmy G. Charlton Bachelor of Arts, National Sci- end to the boycotts. "I seek only which called the strike, said get their gas there, but that is Motor Lodge. He is principal Brock, president, Florida HoMrs. Marva Barnes Donald,(sociology), 1002 Leath; Miss
association,
ence — Miss Barbara Jean Ray justice, fair play and that that a person renting a cab for not followed, and she could not stockholder in the lodge, locat- tel and Motor-Hotel
2001 Carver; Miss Geraldine L. Brodie L. Clayton (sociology),
a 12-hour day has to pay $62-a- recall anyone ever having been ed near the center of the nation's moved to St. Augustine 20 years
which is good for our city."
(biology), 2340 Vandale
Draper, 360 W. Dison; Miss 340 Glencoe Road; Miss Erma
ago.
oldest city.
week, while a man running one dismissed for breaking it.
Gwendolyn Terral Fife, 2397 Jean Ezell (history), 1316 Hyde
Faratoga; miss Marie Ann Park; Miss Eddie Dale Ford
Franklin, 1030 Randle; James (sociology), 1534 Whitmore; JoLouis Gordon, Louisville, Ky.; seph Esau Harris (history),
Miss Charlese Hampton, 2139 1344 Austin; Robert B. Hooks
Clarksdale; Miss Vivian Harris, Jr. (economics), 1484 Alcy Rd.;
794 Walker; Miss Lela Frances Miss Dorothy Jean Jones (soHill, 276 First;
cial sciences), 3746 Sewanee Rd.,
Miss Virginia Hill, 316 Silver. 660Miss Laura A. Lawrence (soage; Miss Barbara Ann Jones, ciology), 2016 Riverside Drive; Bishop J. 0. Patterson, pastor Wages of Sin."
1617 Foster; Miss Varnell Logan, Miss Gwendolyn J. Malone (soof the Pentecostal Temple Thursday night, June 3: "There
2288 Amherst; Mrs. Zella Mc- cial science, 1096 Leath; 'Miss
Church of God in Christ at 229 is a Lad."
Donald, 346 Flynn Road; Mrs. Rosetta A. Nicholson (socioloWellington St., will be honor- Friday night, June 4: "The
S.
Warren Augusta Malone, 2024 gy), Moro, Ark.; Mrs. Doro A.
Prince of Peace."
ed for 24 years of service durClarksdale;•
1187
Richmond (sociology ),
week-long Fine Arts pre- Sunday afternoon, June 6, at T:
ing
a
MORE EDUCATION MAJORS Fountain Court; and Mrs. Em- sentation, starting next Month.), "The King's Highway," a
special musical presentation.
iss Ruby Cile Miller, 746 ma Harper Truly (sociology), night.
The public is invited to all of
das; Miss Marilyn A. Mit- 660 Saxon.
Samchairman,
program
The
ThelFreemont;
Miss
the services.
ei411, 1892
Bachelor of Science, Natural
presentingt "The
ma Morris, 842-E Walker; Ruf- Science —Charlie E. Allen (bio- uel Spann, is
by Beulah rr
Twelve
Apostles,"
Road;
Keen
Myers,
2539
W.
us
logy), 1273 Lion; Alfred Ray
plays conRobert Taylor Nelson, 390 La- Brown (biology), 1550 South Squires. It is twelve
episodes
Clede: Mrs. Barbara Jean Nich- Wellington; Jeff Brown (biolo- sisting of imaginary
happened
in
ols, 1268 Cummings; Mrs. Mil- gy), 1201 Elliston Road; Miss which could have
disciples of
tonnette M. Norman, 2521 Keen Helen L. Chamberlain (biology), the lives of the
Road; Miss Dorothy Jean Pat- 1907 Freemont; Miss Rosetta Jesus.
ton, 672 Marechal Neil; Mrs. Dillard( mathematics), 940-D On Monday night, May 31, a
Vivian Marie Pearson, 675 Pon- Dowell; Miss Maurietta D. special feature will be a contotoc; Miss Johnnie M. Pendle- Downey (mathematics), 2391 cert by the Friendship District
Gentry; David N. Flagg (math- Association, a group recently
ton, 805 Porter;
Mrs. Bernice Scott Pernell, ematics), 1321 Empire; Mrs. filmed for a future presentation
979 Seattle; Mrs. Janice Day Roberta- Benson Heard (mathe- on TV Gospel Time.
Father J. Cones Atkins, and James T. Chandler. StandVallA MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE — The 1965 camPettis, 362 Gracewood; Miss maties), 330 Cambridge; Miss The play for the night will be
ing, same order are Dr. E. Frank White, J. H. Roland,
paign for memberships for the Abe Scharff branch of the
Mary Lou Porter, 245 Maryland; Marvenia Logan (natural ad- "The Touch of His Hand." OthYMCA is now In progress, and here the members of the
C. A. Taylor, Ernest Abram, Milton Thomas. Jr., executive
Miss Freddie Beatrice Ray, 596 ence), 2288 Amherst; Mrs. Doris er programs will include:
Membership Committee are seen making plans for the
secretary; Rev. W. A. Suggs, Oscar Smith, and Daniel
Mississippi; Miss G a ynel 1.Benton McGhee (chemistr)'), Tuesday night June 1: '"The
drive. Seated from left are Dr. Cooper Taylor, William
Partee. Not shown are William Hughes, E. A. Cole and
Reeves, 851 Tate; Miss DorothyI1265 Capitol; Miss Juanita L. I.ord !lath Need of Thee."
Weathers, Michael Romby, Henry L. Jackson, chairman;
Frank Simmons. (Withers Photo)
Rogers, 1210 Effie; Miss BeulahNewbern (mathematics), 982 S. Wednesday night, June 2: "The
BISHOP PATTERSON

Taxi Drivers
Ask Decrease
In Cab Rent

ITS

202 To Graduate From
BTW's Evening School

Claims Rights Clash
Left Him Stone Broke

Musical Program To
Be Held For Bishop

i

10

1111111,

MEM

with several others, f o r medical
treatment. Asked how it happened
the youngster said: "ran as fast
as I could but the dog caught me

The 1965 membership drive
for the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA began May 17. Special
emphasis will be placed on
boys membership and family
membership.
One of the outstanding features of the prtgram is the
swimming pool schedule which
will provide regular periods for
persons learning to swim as
well as year round programs for
all persons interested in swimming.
Business places and institutions will be asked to sponsor
memberships for boys who live
in the area adjacent to the YMCA and who are unable to pay
for a membership, but anxious
to become identified with the
YMCA program.
Henry L. Jackson is chairman and Michael Romby and
William Weathers are co-chairmen.
Among the key workers in the
program are William Hughes,
Ernest Withers, Oscar Smith,
Charles Gregory, Ernest Abron,
Ray Thomas, Frank Simmons,
E. A. Cole, C. A. Taylor and A.
C. Montgomery.
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•You Wind Up With A Really Good Deal At Chip Barwick
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National Lawyers Guild To
Help Desegregate South

5
SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1'

•

Rillieux, Inventor For The Sugar Industry

March 1806, and died a
A Negro scientise developed work to the French but they without so much as a decent
The National Lawyers Guild will be to secure Federal Court the process by which the whole hesitated.
thank you.
Paris, France, Oct. 8, 1894
people
has responded favorably to the orders, on behalf of the
And on top of all of this we
Inventor of Multiple Evap
world can enjoy sugar in large Americans, learning of his
request of the Mississippi Free- within these counties to deseg- and economical quantities. Dip work and of its financial pos- continue. to say that men and
oration and its Application
pub.
houses,
court
regate
the
for
asParty
dom Democratic
Into the Sugar Industry.
into your sugar bowl to sweet- sibilities, called him home. He women of color are not capaplaygrounds,
libraries,
counlie
legal
obtaining
sistance in
Norbert Rillleux is buried
en your coffee, cereal or other was offered a josition as Chief ble of producing anything
sel to desegregate public facil- swimming pools, hospitals and food. Enjoy the satisfaction Engineer in a New Orleans worthwhile. When this writer far away from his native city
similar public facilities in a- and quick energy that the
ities in Mississippi.
insults
and
slanthinks
of
the
of New Orleans in the Picre
sugar factory. He accepted
George W. Crockett, Jr., co- bout a dozen of Mississippi's white grains offer.
this position but due to disa- ders offered Negroes just in LaChalse cemetery in Paris
chairman of the Guild's Com- most populous counties, in a- But remember that Norbert greements he quit his work. recent weeks by the klan law- But his spirit, his love for hitmittee for Legal Assistance in bout seven Alabama counties Rillieux, the inventor of the His first model of the "va- yer in Alabama he is utterly man learning and betterment
pa- process that made all of this
are indeed at home with many
the , South announced recently and in three Louisiana
evaporating p.m" was shamed.
hope that the possible, suffered hardships to cuum
that the Guild will proceed im- rishes. And we
set up at a Louisiana planta- But the scientists of the world whites and Negroes who wan
be
these
lawyers
will
work
of
mediately to solicit approxibring it all into being. Ile al- tion in 1834. It failed to work would not forget — even if we our country to recognize all
mately 20 desegregation teams completed by the time the 1965 so suffered insults due to his but Rillieux was of strong at home did. Edward Koppes- for their worth. They want our
over,"
Mr.
Crocsummer
is
of lawyers who will volunteer
color. Yet he continued his heart and continued. He was cheer, a Dutch specialist a- country to recognize its most
work and produced inventions not put together with just paste long with H. C. Prisen-Geer- important resource — the hutheir services and will be as- kett stated.
sisted by civil rights workers
for his fellowman to use'.
and paper. His makeup con- ligs, president of the Interna- man resource.
Norbert Rillieux was born in sisted of strong amounts of tional Society of Sugar Cane Let us tell the name Norbert
in Mississippi as investigators
OLD GREETS NEW
Technologists, began a move Rillieux to our school children.
New Orleans in 1806 of a faith, hope and courage.
and researchers.
honor
this
scienment
to
Negro
Let
us
fulls*.
honor
him
in
our
W.
White
of Ashevill, N.C. (left), outgoing chairJohn
Dr.
Each team will be asked to
Another plantation owner,
tist. They erected, in the Louis
undertake the investigation and
Theodore Packwood, urged him iana State Museum at New Or- land, the United States of A- man of the Shaw University Board of Trustees, extends
merica. Ile was one of our hand of congratulations to Dr. Asa T. Spaulding of Durham,
the litigation, if necessary, to
to continue his efforts. This leans, a tablet that reads:
most precious American sons N.C., president of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
enforce Title III of the Civil
mirk proved successful. It was
commemo"To
honor
and
Rights Act of 1964 by obtainrecognized at once and it soon
and let it never again be said Company, who succeeds White as the university's board
rate
ing Federal Court orders derevolutionized the sugar prothat one had to leave his na- chairman. Spaulding's election occurred recently at the
Norbert
Rillieux
segregating the public facili- The Memphis Teenage Chapducing industry. Soon it was
bor n at New Orleans, live land and live in exile.
annual meeting of the university's board following the adopties in a given county in Mis- ter of the Jack and Jill, Inc
universally
installed
almost
tion of a new policy with regard to rotating the board's
sissippi, Alabama or Louisiana. recently honored nine seniors
and firms that won prizes for
officers.
the best sugar in 1846 were
"The aim of these lawyers at the Parkway home of Har'firms that used the new invenriet Davis. The seniors were
tion.
•
•
T.
Clarence Davis, Booker
When Rillieux was 75 he developed a system for use in
Washington High school; Paula
the sugar beet industry. The
Braswell, Hamilton High; Ronew method was said to have
chester Neely, Manassas High;
used 50 per cent less fuel than
Clinison Johnson, Clarice HobStarts Sat. May 29
Youthful dance students of Haynes, Melba Sartor, Vanese
the
older practice.
Davis,
Emmit
Edgar
son,
Sanders,
Miss Roberta M. Ratcliffe won Thomas, Karen
A-sugar
chemist
of
the
UniLynom,
and
Georgia
Woods,
One Big Week!
MIAMI — (NP!) — June 3 is works as a photographic engi- the applause of an apprecia- Paula Pinkston, Sandra Palmted States Department of AgFather Bertrand High.
er, Vannette Ishmael and Dwiriculture, Dr, Charles A. the day to which Mr. and Mrs. neer — on problems where tive audience Saturday evening tette Gambrel
Other members seen were
Brown said, "I have held that Anton Scribner are looking for- photography is involved. The at LeMoyne. It was Miss Rat- An added feature was the apMcWilliams, Carte
Melanie
RILLIEUX
Rillieux's invention is the ward with impatience and tre- Scribners own commercial wa- cliffe's third annual dance re- pearance of a male dancer,
Woods, Sylvia Braswell, Ronald Walter, Carol Earls, Jesse French father and a Negro greatest in the history of Ame- pidation. On that date in cir- terfront property, which they cital and many among the ob- Derek Wagner, who gave perChemical
engineering cuit court, their petition for rent; a sailboat, which thek serves called it her most suc- fect support to Miss Haynes
Turner, Loyace Lynom, and mother. His father, who was a rican
adoption of 15-month-old Joel charter; and some property in
Fred Sengstacke.
wealthy engineer, sent him to and I know of no other inven.
cessful.
and Miss Vannette Ishmael.
the Bahamas.
Guests were Peggy Prater, Paris to study. New Orleans Lion that has brought so great will be decided.
by the
exhibited
Talent
If
they
can
adopt
Joel,
Scriba
saving
to
all
branches
of
Shelia
Bell,
TurnElva Mickle,
The Scribners have had Joel
had, in part, been settled by
youngsters in ballet, tap and
er Gilmore, Eric DeWalt, La- the French and it was the tra- Chemical engineering."
since he was three days old ner said, he would one day in- interpretative numbers was a Anti-Polio Drive
vane Standard, Franklin Ball, dition of these people to send Rillieux's evaporation pro- and they want to make him herit a substantial amount of tribute to Miss Ratcliffe's abil- LUSAKA, Zambia — (NPI)
Steven Jacobs, Leon Ivory, their sons to Paris to study. cess is used today all through heirs legally.
money.
v to instruct and direct in the — A drive to immunize 250,000
Linda Williams, Ruby Mason, Furthermore it is surmised by the world in the manufacture The Scribners are white and The couple said they were modern art of dance.
children from the dreaded
Phillip Earls, Kilpatric Reed, this writer that there were few, of soap, gelatin, glue, condens- little Joel is a Negro, and the shocked when they learned of
Miss Ratcliffe receiving her poliomyelitis disease was
COLUMBIA
William Oliver, William Jack- if any institutions of higher ed milk, and in the liquor indecision. training in Pittsburgh, Pa. at launched here Monday when
department's
PICTURES
State Welfare Department has he
mamma
son, Jean Jackson, Emma learning free of color preju- dustry.
They said they had kept the Howe School of Dancing and children returning to school
A JERRY
said
they
can't
keep
him.
Wells, Tony Cox, Linda Goer, dice which would accept Neg- He even worked out a comBRESLER
welfare workers informed all Chatham College and later at ceived the first installment"'
Proaucton
Anderson,
a n d ro students.
plete sewerage system for New The trio have lived together along of their plans, actions, Fisk University. She is also a the Sabin-type oral vaccine.
Madeleine
since
they
bronght
little
Joel
others.
Orleans
but
he
did
not
many
receive
This was during slavery time
home to raise and filed a peti- and nobody discouraged them. teacher at Leath Elementary The campaign is designed to
and most Southern states had the contract due to color precut the incidence of polio which
tion
for adoption. Last Feb. 15, Another agency that deals in School.
judice.
He
then
decided
to
reNeglaws making education of
adoptions has certified them as The entire recital was a liv- so far this year has netted 90
the
welfare
department
notiturn
to
France.
roes a crime.
adoptive parents and has offer- ing splash of moving color that cases and two deaths. 'This is
Being a brilliant student Ril- This great inventor died in fied them it would recommend ed them children — but not the blended perfectly with precise
almost double the figure for
lieux soon became an instruc- 1894 hut for a long time no against the adoption.
irdy movements.
kind they were looking for.
tor of applied mechanics at the marker existed to honor him It has been pointed out, how- The Scribners have been
were Juanita Reed, all of last year — 46, with no
Featured
Rev. Brady Johnson, pastor L'Ecole Centrale in Paris. He in his native New Orleans. We ever, in only about three per married 22 years.
Christie deaths.
Ishmael,
Calverta
of Springfield and Antioch Bap- was then only 24, While a have yet to fully honor men cent of adoption cases does the
tist churches, was the guest teacher at this institution he and women of color who con- court ignore the advice of the
speaker at the' annual Men's had published material about tributed to our country's wel- welfare department.
Day program at New Hope steam-engine work and steam fare. We enjoy their inventions, Scribner, a graduate of Ohio
Baptist church last Sunday. economy. This arroused a their work, their fruits but State University in engineering,
The men reported on the $3,- great deal of interest all over
BOGALUSA, La. — (U P I) —'trance to the park where the Ne- so each night since Cutrer or000 financial goal which they Europe.
Bogalusa's Negroes promised groes had planned the picnic. dered the parks closed. He said
Rillieux
had
always
been
inhad set for the day.
more demonstrations in an ef- The park had been closed by the park is not fenced in, but a
J. C. Collins was chairman terested in the problems of
PANZGON"
fort to speed up total desegrega- Cutrer "because the racial ten- gate does block a roadway. nof the Men's Day observance. sugar production. As stated
ice chr.sed the youth away Itsion is so high."
tion in Leir town.
COLOR
Rev. C. B. Burg is pastor of earlier in this article, he came
Police Chief Claxton Knight gain Monday night, he said, and
Mayor Jesse Cutrer said Sunthe church, and Mrs. Naomi from Louisiana an important
said the teen-agers have done they left in cars blowing horns.
center of sugar production. He Fort Jameson, Zambia — treatment in Mwami hospital. day all segregation ordinances
Holliday church reporter.
He
is
Because
of
alleged
said
to
have
(NP!)
been
men—
knew the crude, hand process
in the City Charter would be rethat had to be used and he trouble with fellow villagers, a tally disturbed at the time.
pealed, but Monday said the acWishin' And Hopin'
Milanzi
told
police
that
peoman
form
chambwe,
on
the
wanted to create something
tion would not take place im"Children
are
Zambia-Malawi border, pulled ple in his village hated him for mediately. He said the city's
beautiful," more practical.
says "Candid Camera" impre- After much hard work he de- a six-inch nail from the wall of some unknown reason. They Commission Council would take
sario Allen Funt. "They're so veloped the "vacuum evapo- his house and hammered it in- were, he said, plotting to kill up the repeal issue at its next
Starts Fri. June 4th
him and they had dug a grave
original, so independent — rating pan" and it was to rev- to his head with a plank.
regular meeting set for June 1.
"My Baby Is Black"
everything you wish adults olutionize the sugar industry The man, 21-year-old Esais In which to bury him.
Negro leaders expressed some
Because
of
his
action--which
undergoing
of the world. He offered his Milanzi, is now
were."
included singing
hymns con- willingness to go along with the
off
tinuously day and
night--his delay. Monday they called
NEW YORK —(U P I) — Dr. freedom and democracy and for
wife, fearing he might injure a picnic at the City Park, the Martin Luther King Jr., term- enlarging these values to benehimself in some way, removed scene of at least two racially in- ing the civil rights movement a fit the whole society."
from the house all dangerous spired clashes last week.
"national phenomenon," declar- The civil rights leader seld,
But they said that they would ed that Negro street demonstra- "When Negroes took to the
implements.
But she overlooked the six- hold an occasional demonstra- tions "ultimately will benefit streets to demand job opporttion to make sure city officials more whites than Negroes."
pinch nail.
ities for themselves, they
Milanzi returned home, saw did not forget how important the "The stirring lesson of this age ed to stimulate a broad war-onthe nail and proceeded to ham- current crisis is to them. They is that mass non-violent direct poverty concept which ultimatemer it into his head. He pulled did not say where their demon- action is not a peculiar device ly will benefit more whites than
it out and then did the same strations would be.
fcr Negro agitation," King told Negroes."
thing again. Neighbors heard A gang of white youths marr- the 58th annual dinner of the The vast majority of all
the sound of the Yammering, ed an otherwise quiet night Mon- American Jewish Committee. Americans "now support and
rushed into the house and took day. They smashed through an "Rather it is an historically approve" the mass non-violent
him to Mwami hospital.
aluminum gate blocking an en- validated method for defending civil rights demonstrations, King
said.
"What began as a limited expression of protest 10 years Igo
in Montgomery, Ala., to itegrate a bus line has grown to
a national phenomenon," he gedared. "As history spiraled
over a decade, the movera
returned to Montgomery ancfMIFvolved, in direct action, nuns
and priests, rabbis, protesint
ministers and laity of every
race, social class and age.".
King said, "the rnethies of.the
civil rights movement have been
quick and vocal to denmuthe
them as undemocratic pressure
tactics and un-American in philosophy, yet the truth is that
no cite can scorn non•violenCdirect action or civil disobedlisce
without canCeling out American
history."
The civil rights leader said
"the Negro today, when he
marches in the streets, is 'not
practicing civil disobedience'because he is not challenging :the
Constitution, the Supreme Court
or enactments of Congress. Instead, he seeks to uphold them."

Jack And Jill
Club Honors
Nine Seniors

White Couple Fights Miss Ratcliffe Presents
To Adopt Negro Baby Dance Pupils In Recital

'kw DAISY

41

T

he Screen Stretches To
New Horizons, To
Tell The Epic Story Of The
Great Southwest!

New Hope Baptists
Observe Men's Day

iltroftlirs
ilutiON -CON
NoTRTAIBE

Vow More Bogalusa Protests

Mentally Disturbed African
Hammers Nails In His Head

Marches WillBenefit
Whites Too Says Kind

Like nothing else you ever tasted
(except champagne!)

'Miss Charm 196f
On Queens' List

She's 10. Loves talking to all her friends on the
phone every day. Her daddy doesn't have to pay
for extra local calls, so he lets her talk all she
wants to. She just loves her daddy.
Who is she?
She could be your own daughter. Let her call all she wants
to. What else that costs so
little gives her so much
pleasure?

Miss Vera Vernicc2 Fcrd of
Memphis has been accepted as
a member of "Who's Who in
Queens of America," the national Honorary Queens Registry.
She was granted the honor
after having been selected as
"Miss Charm 1965" in Memphis.
Miss Ford is the daught4 of
Mr. and Mrs. Newton J.
rd,
Sr
CHAMPALE is America's Original Sparkling Malt Liquor.
Gives a champagne glow to any occasion., yet costs just
pennies more than beer. Buy it wherever beer is sold

CisaniDule
MALT LIQUOR

Southern Bell
...Serving You in Memphis

FU—W',. ie... lw

'NM CNAMPALI Ravi. SMARR— 050 N. Megrocchs Sr..,a. N J. Tr.nPm

Joseph Triner Corporation

4053 W. Taylor Street

OFFICERS GIVE
"Good Traffic" was *the
subject of talks made by Clint.
Don Claiborn and Lieut. .D.C.
Wicks of the Shelby County

Sheriff's department at a Alt
Phone: NE 8-2006 ing held recently, and
than 100 were present.
•

•
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PTA Group Elects Naval Air Station To
Officers At BTW Host Model Plane Meet
Officers of the Booker T.
Mem- International Speed and Rat
Washington PTA were elected The Naval Air Station,
recently and installed by the phis, Tenn., will again host the Racing.
assistant principal Mose Walk- Annual "AAA" Regional Model There will be an entry fee of
Airplane meet, Sunday, May 30 $1.00 charged for each event
er.
The officers are Mrs. Edna from 8:30 a. m. to 5 p. m. It except juniors which will be half
H. Webb, president: Mrs. C. B. will be the sixth regional meet price. All registration will be
all
Simmons, first vice president; held aboard the naval air sta• made at the contest site, and
participants will be required to
Mrs. Vilirie Fifer, second vice
abide by the official Academy
president; Mrs. Ruby Paige, Sanctioned by the Academy of of
Model Aeronautics rules.
secretary; Mrs. F. H. Taylor Model Aeronautics, the official
acmodeling
for
governing
body
Mrs.
secretary;
assistant
Grace Carodine, corresponding tivities in the United States, the
secretary; Miss Annie L. In- meet will be classified into three
gram, treasurer, and Rev. P. major groupings.
They are the juniors with two
E. Brooks, chaplain.
A committee chairman will divisions, combat and precision
'acrobatics and the seniors and
be appointed later.
open, corbined in all events The Bluff City PTA Council's
final meeting of the current
except precision acrobatics.
Never Too Old
The classification of events in school year was held on Friday
morning at the Sarah Brown
Proving that you're never too this years regional meet will
2 "A" Speed, "A" branch of the YWCA. and a re1
old to begin acting, 85-year-old include /
port on the State PTA Congress
Michelle Beauchmap was spot- Speed, "B" Speed. "C" Speed,
was given.
AcrobaPrecision
Protospeed,
Merproducer•dhector
by
ted
presvyn LeRoy and given a role tics, Radio Control Multi-engine, Mrs. Margaret Turner is
SutUes secreith Jean Sebreg and Sean Gar- Navy Carrier, Flying Scale, ident, Mrs. Mattie
secreHill
Mrs. Viola
rison in Universal's 'Moment Combat (an elimination over tary, and
grass), Federation Aeronautique tary.
to Moment."

ti°na

PTA Council
Holds Meeting

chairextends
iurham,
surance
board
at the
ic adop•
board's
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a guest; Paulette Gordon, Miriam Graves, Delores Ross, Janice
Roman, Mary Qualls and Josephine Mack. At top, same order,
are Princess Waddell, Mable Springfield, Mary Frances Williams, Betty Langhorn, Mary Taylor, Dan Taylor, Mrs. Peterson,
Edward McBtide, Harold Adams, president; Radine Pruitt,
Alistine Hoover, vice president; Darline Willard, Linda White,
Beatrice Conway and Carrie King. The 'choir will have an excursion on the Memphis Queen on Thursday night.

PORTER CONCERT CHOIR — The Porter Junior High School
concert choir was in excellent harmony during the annual band
concert presented recently in the spacious Carver High
School auditorium, and under the direction of Mrs.. Rosetta
Peterson sang "Beyond the Blue Horizon ;" "Shangri-La;" and
"So Rare," while Harold Adams, the group's president, sang
"King of the Road." On bottom row, from left, are Joline Harbin, Rosella Ford, Mary Jackson, Nettie Perry, Addie Saulsberry, Robert Hill, Calvin Sims. Donald Hines, James Easley,

'Vote Bill Slows Up Tableware Selection
Brings $100 Prize

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — by striking down discrinunaThe U.S. Senate, constitution- tory registration requirements,
ally designed against "instant" providing federal officials tol
anything, slowed to a walk on register Negroes and setting
its voting rights bill.
up enforcement machinery.
Miss Mattie L. Jackson, a so. prize of $500. cne for $300, an- $,
Miffed feelings over a negoleader Everett phomore at LeMoyne college, other for $250, three $200 awards t'
GOP
Senate
Senate
tiation snarl between
M. Dirksen, Ill. said there was has been awarded 10th grand and four for $100.
leaders and the liberal bloc
no prospect of mustering the prize, a $100 scholarship, in the The nationwide contest, sfonheld the Senate on an amendvotes to impose cloture, the Reed & Barton's 1965 Silver
ment-by-amendment voting
sored by Reed & Barton Silver- MISS MATT11. I,. JACKSON
Senate gag rule, at this point. Opinion Competition.
complisquabble
schedule. The
smiths of Taunton, Mass., call- \
Republican
24
need
"We
Southern
Booker
of
of
graduate
a
is
refusal
She
cated the
ed for skill and taste in selectabsoluon
be
to
sure
for
votes
an
longSchool,
any
High
to
Washington
agree
to
T.
senators
tely good ground, with the elementary education major at ing three combinations of sterlrange limitation of debate.
Democrats providing the rest," LeMoyne, and the daughter of ing, china and crystal from ilAs a result, hope for passage
we Mr. and Mrs. Arsie Lee Jackson, lustrations of 12 sterling silver
of the bill by the end of this he said. "I don't believe
designs and eight designs of
1819 Kerr.
have them now."
week was dimmed.
china and eight of crystal.
and
university
the
30,000
of
Nearly
two-thirds
of
The votes
The bill, high on President
Entries were judged by edithe
throughout
al
women
if
67
college
or
—
voting
Johnson's priority list, is aimed Senators
participated in the com- tors of House Beautiful, Sevenat guaranteeing the right of 100 are recorded — are requir- country
petition which offered a first teen and Bride's Magazine.
Negroes to register and vote ed to curb debate.
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What is it that women see

in the Smooth Canadian?
They appreciate that Seagram's V.0.does
what no other whisky can—defines smooth
once and for all. Light? Ofcourse.
CANADIAN WHISKy-A IILEND OF SLEEVED WHISKIES, SIX YEARS OLD. 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS COMPANY

BARWICK CHEVROLET
CHIP740
UNION AVENUE
527-2664
USED CAR DEPT.

1961 CHEVROLET
1965 CORVAIR
1965 MUSTANG
1961 CHEV.
1965 CHEVELLE
1964 CHEVROLET
1963 KARMAN
1963 CHEVY II

4 Door V-8, Straight Transmission, Radio. H e.a te r
Factory Air-Conditioned.
2 to Choose From. Both areMonzats, One 4 Door, One
Two Door, Still In Factory Warranty.
V-8, 4 Speed, Transm . 2 Dr., Hard Top
Impala, 4 Door, Hard Top. Radio. Heater, W.W. Tires
Factory-Air, Power Stern, Fine Quality.
6 Cylinder, 4 Door, Sedan, Straight Transm. Still in Factory Warranty.
Impala 2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Automatic Transmission.
(4 to Choose From)
Ghia Convertible, V-Wagon Low
Transm.

Miles, Like New 4-speed

2 Door Sedan, 6 Cylinder, Straight Transm. Good Tires,
Excellent Condition thru out 20 miles per gallon

s 1195
$2495
$1155
$1495
$1595
$1195
$1595
$1095

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
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when he
s, is 'hot
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Tess. Ind them."

$245

1953 PLYMOUTH

6 Cylinder, Straight Trans., Solid Transportation, Nearly New Tires.

1955 CHEVROLET.,....,.

••

$395

96,
-1St

1957 CHEVROLET

Fcrd of
.epted as
Who in
the oats Regis-

1959 OLDS.

1960 CHEV

-

$643

4-door,6 Cylinder, Navy Blue and Very Good,
Cond., Good Tires

$595

1960 CHEVROLET

Bel-Air, 4 Door Sedan, 6 Cylinder, Straight
Transm.. Good Tires, Radio Heater, a real
Buy.

6 Cylinder, Straight Transm., Nearly N
Tires, Good Sound Transportation.

$595

$495

1959 CHEV.

9 Passenger, Station Wagon, 6 Cylinder
V-8. Straight Drive, Radio Heater, This is
Automatic Transm. Good General Cona Buy of a Life Time.
dition, Through Out.
Sedan, Radio Heater, White Wall Tires, Extva Fine Transportation, With a Big Car
Ride. Only.

le honor
ected as
fl Mem-

$495

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

1960 BUICK

ightet of
J. Find.

Lesabra, 4 Door, Sedan, Radio, Heater, White Tires, Excellent Tires. Good Condition Throughout.

;
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Viceroy's got the filter for
the taste that's right!
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Viceroy is specifically designed to taste
the way you'd like a filter cigarette to
taste. Not too strong ... not too light...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right!
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Griller To Speak
On Memorial Day

Ask Protection
In Voter Drive
FORT SMITH, Ark. — A top
official of the NAACP, in a
speech prepared for delivery
here, called for Federal protection for vclunteers who will
be working on NAACP summer
voter registration projects in
Alabama, South Carolina and
Mississippi.
The official, Gloster B. Current, director of branches and
field administration, said the
NAACP plans to send 1,000
workers from the North and
West to help get Negroes registered.
"Considering the predilection
of Mississippi to kill civil rights
woeiters," Current s a i d, "we
want Federal protection for
those volunteers."
Current is the scheduled
speaker for the local branch's
annual NAACP Freedom Sunday' observance, marking the
eleventh anniversary of the historic 1954 Supreme Court decision outlawing segregation in
public schools.

FREEDOM SUNDAY SPEAKER — Roy Wilkins, executive director of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, is seen delivering the Freedom
Sunday address in the Merry school auditorium in Jackson, Tenn. Some 2,000 persons were present to hear Mr.
Wilkins, including Mayor George Smith, who presented him
a souvenir of the city. (Mark Stansbury Photo)

Memorial Day services will
be held at National Cemetery
on Saturday, May 29, at 2:30
p.m., and the speaker will be
Congressman George Crider.
The service is being sponsof
ed by American Legion Pos
One and 27 of Memphis and
Post No. 141 of Millington.
The public is invited.

Has Talking Talent
Aladdin, whose characterizations and poetry reading have
entertained "The
Lawrence
Welk Show" audience on ABCTV for 12 years, attributes hits
talents as dialectician to the
fact that he literally grew up
on "the sidewalks of New
York." From boyhood friends
of many nationalities, be learned their accents and the folk
songs of many nations.

2,000 Hear Wilkins'
Speech In Jackson Church Women
Roy Wilkins, executive director of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, spoke to an overflow crowd of approximately
2,000 at the Freedom Sunday
Celebration in Jackson. Tenn.
on Sunday, May 16.
The program was held in the
Merry High School auditorium
with Dr. W. R. Bell, local
president of the Jackson-Madison County branch as master
of ceremonies.
Mr. Wilkins told the audience
"If you don't follow through,
it's no need to break through"
and described the NAACP as a
"Follow through organization."
He told the audience that the
Negro has no real hatred for
the white man for there has
been a "peaceful revolution
going on in America for 100
years. If there are any bombs
thrown, the white man is the
guilty party."•
POVERTY BILL
The Anti-Poverty and Federal Aid to Education Bills were
discussed and Mr. Wilkins
?mphasized that "we can't miss

PLANNING FOR SUMMER — Gloster B. Current, NAACP
director of branches and field administration, and Miss
Althea T. L. Simmons, coordinator of the NAACP summer
project, both at extreme left, met with representatives of
15 national religious, labor, civic and fraternal groups in
New l'ork City recently to map plans for recruitment of
800 1,200 volunteers to work on voter registration in Ala800 to 1,200 volunteers to work on voter registration in Alabama, Mississippi and South Carolina this summer. The organizations were invited to sponsor volunteers and help
finance the eight-week project. Attending were Mrs. Evelyn

Sponsor Program

Jim McCullan, new addition
to the "Ben Casey" cast, is a
tunesmith and folksinger who
was graduated from the University of Kansas in architecture. He never followed the profession in which he got his degree after six years, because
he got a term contract in the
movies shortly after his graduation.
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THE JEB STUART FAN CLUB
BIG HOT CHA PARTIES
EVERY FRIDAY NITE AT THE—Y
541 VANCE AVENUE
8 P.M. Iii

SECRETARY

OTHER COURSES:

ESCORTED LADIES ADMITTED FREE
8 P.M. Iii 9:00 P.M.

Tri-State
Defender

GRIGGS

BUSINESS COLLEGE
492 Vance Avenue
Phone 527-4917
Lots of R•froshments
Adm. 504
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!CAR WASH $
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All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Executive Secretarial,
Junior Accounting, Higher
Moil In Your News
Accounting, Business Administration, Retail MerStories To The
chandising, Salesmanship
(Fieldwork), Civil Service,
Free Placement Service,
New Classes Day and Night
Begin June 7, 1965.
236 South Wellington
Coll or Write
Post Office Box 311
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES

MIDWEST MILK

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITE s7e
527-5508

All Color. and Color
,e Cornbi not,

.
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SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS

N.E. 81 Whitehall it., LW.
701 II
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
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Dixon, National Association of Negro Business and Professional Women's Clubs; William H. Oliver and Horace Sheffield, United Automobile Workers Union; Leon Shull and
Jerry Braun, Americans for Democratic Action; Richard
Lerner and Alex Miller, Anti-Defamation League of B'nal
B'rith Ann Wolfe, American Jewish Committee; Rabbi
Balfour Brickner, Union of American Hebrew Congregations; Susie Goodwillie and Polly Conan, National Council of
Negro Women, and Rev. Harold K. Schulz, United Church
of Christ.

Tunesmith-Folksinger

'NOTICE!

—

.le, ,

fir3-- CHOIR & PULPIT g
c
GOWNS

out there for when you say
poverty, that mean us." Thirty
one million dollars has been allocated to Tennessee School
Districts containing low income The women of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian Church recentfamilies.
Ile closed his address with ly presented Mrs. Russell B. Suexcerpts from the speech given garmon as guest speaker on
Day Proby Lyndon B. Johnson, Presi- their annual Women's
gram.
dent of the United States on
Elder Blair T. Hunt is pastor
March 14 regarding new laws
of the church and Mrs. Ruth
on registration. He termed it
Scott was the Publicity Chairas the greatest speech ever
man for the program.
written on the Civil Right issue.
Mayor George Smith brought
greetings from the City of
Jackson and presented Mr. Wil- Hungry Extras
kins with a souvenir of the
city of Jackson. In his remarks A scene during recent filmhe said that he hoped that the ing of Universal's "A Very
people would go away with a Special Favor," starring Rock
better understanding than they Hudson and Leslie Caron, recoming. Several quired people in the scene's
had upon
whites were in the audience. background to be eating. After
Music was furnished by the a full day's shooting, the raLane college choir under the venous extras had consumed
$156.60 worth of food including
direction of Robert Owens.
included a dozen chickens and two cases
guests
Platform
Jesse H. Turner,, president of of beer.
the Memphis branch of the
NAACP and Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, president of Lane college.
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Get your FREE BINGO Cards at Big Star. T.V. BINGO Begins May
31st (11:30-12 Noon). T.V. Bingo Jackpot starts at $50..00 and every
day there is no winner another $50.00 will be added to the jackpot.

10,000 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
To each consolation
Prize T.V. Bingo Winncr!
Each time there is a V.V.
Bingo Winner the first
20 to call and Bingo
after a winner will receive 10,000 Free Quality
Stamps each!
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BHS
INC.
JA 7-9320
248 Vance Ave.
Memphis. T.....sae
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E. Frederic Morrow
To Speak At Tougaloo

Special Agent Gives
Info On Carelessness

E. Frederic Morrow, assist- of the Columbia Broadcasting
"First-timers seem to leave other paraphernalia.
By GAY PAULEY
the Bank System.
Naturally, he recommends ant vice president of
NEW YORK — (UPI) — national caution behind," said
He remained in that position
traveler's checks instead of of America International, will
"Look at that," said Leonard Mountford.
deliver the 96th commence- for four years and then, in the
41111Mountiord, pointing to a large Thieves who travel the tourist rolls of cash.
fall of 1952, joined General
purse, open, which the owner circuit have no trouble sorting Don't fall for the effusively ment address at Tougaloo Col- Dwight
D. Eisenhower's camhad put on the floor as she out the affluent Americans, he helpful stranger. Don't talk to lege, Tougaloo, Miss., on Sunpaign train as an administratalked with friends. "All I'd said. "The man is usually in strangers except for the ex- day May 30 at 5 p.m.
General.
have to do is reach down to slacks and shirt with cameras change of pleasantries. There's A native of Hackensack, New tive assistant to the
tie my shoe, and she'd later like Christmas trees . . . the nothing about which the wom- Jersey, Mr. Morrow was edu- EISENHOWER AIDE
woman seems to carry every- an traveling along should wormiss her billfold."
cated in the Hackensack_ New In September, 1953 he bething but the kitchen sink in ry — except forgetfulness.
"Or that," he added, as we
Jersey public schools, Bowdoin erne administrative assistant to
her purse. . ."
walked through the hotel lobby.
"S choo lteachers," said college Brunswick, Maine and the Secretary of Commerce
•••
A woman seated on a bench
Mountford, "seem the most for- Rutgers University Law School. and then, in July of 1955, went
To protect the tourist, Mount.
to the White House to become
had parked her handbag easily
of all"
ford's firm which sells travel. getful
Mr. Morrow served in the administrative
• ••
assistant
to
'three feet away. "I could sit
checks and serves as sort
er's
there casually," said MountPresident Dwight D. Eisenof a home away from home, Carry a h andbag small
fold, "and she'd go home withhower.
has 100 investigators on duty enough to hold only the necesout her wallet."
sities, not the outsize carryalls
Mr. Morrow became the
around the world.
.• •
•••
so many women use for travel.
first Negro in history to serve
•••
Mountford pointed out these He said the protection unit
as executive assistant to the
carelessnesses, not to take op- is unique in private business. Keep handbag clutched in a ,
l'resident of the United States.
portunity for thievery, but to The agents' operation is crowd. If there are purchases
lie served in his capacity until
show how easy travelers make cloaked in secrecy, but Mount- to be made, take along a
Floyd Price Sr. of 1464 Reyner and their
TEA FOR PARENTS — Attracting considJanuary 20, 1961.
the role of the filcher.
ford said that they work close- separate nylon carryall.
freshman daughter Miss Doris Price. Tbe
erable attention recently was a tea sponWhite
After
leaving
the
• •
ly with Scotland Yard, Surete, Never be absorbed 100 per
tea was coordinated by Dr. Juanita Wilsored by LeMoyne college for parents of
House, Mr. Morrow became
Mountford's job is to catch Interpol, and International Po- cent in what you're seeing.
liamson as a feature of LeMoyne's centenvice president of the Africanfirst-year students. President and Mrs. Holthose who would filch and who lice everywhere.
Save five per cent for your
nial program. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
American Institute, New York, lis F. Price at left greet Mr. and Mrs.
find travelers the best of bait. Mountford spoke of the pro- belongings. Put all valuable's
a private foundation dedicated
Mountford, 47, London-based, fessional thieves' methods dur- not carried into a hotel safe.
black, will be big, big, big.
to the development of better
during World War II was a ing a trip to New York to con- Avoid last minute scurrying
For up-to-the-minute costume
cultural and educational relaMajor in the British Military fer with his collegues in ad- when leaving a hotel or other
coordination, a whole family of
tionships between the people of
Police, serving as double agent vance of the summer exodus to hoste 1, because inevitably
paled neutrals will be most imLeather colors are true to picture.
Africa and the United States.
in the Middle East Intelligence. Europe — "buttoning up new something valuable is left beportant, while true-blue navy
In July 1964, he joined the hue this spring — no muddy Even pastels have gained in
lie's had some 25 years with procedures," he said, "for the hind.
witness turquoise, and the "natural leather" col•••
Scaland Yard, and now has 'jet age,' and for the one milBank of America in his present tones, no murkiness. Clear vi- intensity —
brant shades as Paris green coral and a new deeper yellow. ors continue their springtime
become Chief Investigator of lion tourists expected in Europe "I don't mean that Europe
position.
and rajah red brighten the Sharp white, and white with popularity.
the American Express Special this year."
is a nest of thieves," said the
• ••
Agents Division for Britain,
investigator, "but the careless
Ireland and Iceland.
Both sexes are equally gull- person is most dangerous to
Dry Run
•••
lible to the professional thief, himself."
When a sudden downpour
London, he said, is a vital said the investigator.
E. F. MORROW
•••
left the leaves of a tree wet
center for operations against
during filming of Universal's
crime, because it usually is
He listed some rules for the
Army during World War IT en- "Shenandoah," starring James
the first place a first-time vial. tourist who wants to enjoy a
tering as a private in 1942 and Stewart and Rosemary Fortor to Europe is on his or her trip without loss of
money,
discharged as a major artillery syth, stage crew members
own.
clothing, jewelry, cameras, and
in 1946. After his stint in the were called in to dry the leavservice, he became a memzer es with towels so they'd match
WORLD'S FINEST AND MOST BEAUTIFUL
of the Press Information Staff the previous day's "take."
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
ROOM AIR-CONDITIONER
SOCIAL AND BUSINESS
Lay leader.
Two pickets were arrested on
Aft John (Jack) House Jr. of Wil- Congratulations go out to the disorderly conduct charges afmington, Delaware, formerly of
fine group of Rosenwald grad- ter allegedly sitting in chairs
this city, is here on business.
in the main entrance of Girard
Mrs. Elizabeth Danner gave a uates and especially to the College and refusing to move.
baby shower last Monday eye- class valedictorian, Jerry Word
If you want the lowest rate for drivers under 25
George Henry, 18, and Dwight
ing for little Billy Clark Jr., the and salutorian, William Abbott.
Campbell, 21, were taken into
'first child of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mr. L. H. Chrisp is principal of
If you are clean and tired of high rates
custody as the National Associ'Clark Sr. He received many val- the school. Diplomas were preation for the Advancement of
If you have lost your license
.uable gifts, including some mon- sented to 41 seniors by James
Colored People (NAACP) pick.ey. Mrs. Clark is a senior at G. Douglas. superintenCent of
If
you are about to loose your license
eted the school for the 23rd day
•Tennessee A & I State Univer- Trenton Public Schools.
in a row. The NAACP is trysity and Mr. Clark is an airman
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
ing to break the will of Stephen
stationed at Peshaivar AFB,
Girard, school founder, who
If
you need free help, advice, quick
Pakistan. Mrs. Clark has been
limited attendance to "poor
an honor student during her enand
efficient service, call Now!!
white male orphans."
tire residence at A & I.
..rainpbell was identified by
OBITUARY
526-2381 or 526-5749
police as one of eight men arMr. Robert (Bob) Thomas,
rested May 3 in an attempt to
life long resident of Gibson
scale the 10 to 12 foot stone
-County and one of the senior
wall which surrounds the 117•citizens of Trenton, passed May
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — year-old school.
14th in his home on East Third
Commission He and.,Henry will be arraign:after several years of ill health. The Civil Rights
ed as a result of their alleged
He had been cared for by his has called on President Johnson sit-in.
.daughter Mary.
to undertake an "affirmative
The funeral was held at the program" of vote: registration,
Church of God in Christ. The
including abolishment of poll
Ai eulogy was delivered by Elder
taxes and literacy tests to help
9.M. H. Emery.
Negro voters in the South.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The ermmission, in a report
T h e Brownsville-Dyersburg
District Lay Department will to the President and Congress,
entertain the District conference recommended tha t the re, with a fellowship dinner June sources of the executive branch
:30th at Miles High School in be explored for the purpose of
'Union City, Term. Donation is establishing an affirmative pro;$2.00. Rev. N. Davis is the P. E. gram to encourage persons to
• and Bro. Wiley Agnew is the register and vote."
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Leather Colors For The Spring

Trenton News

CHRYSLER
'65 Airtemp Imperial

Arrest Sit-Ins
At Girard Co:lege

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE

Asks Johnson
To Help Dixie
Negro Voters

ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 272-1691 - Mr. Pfund

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
2184 UNION 482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
635 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

SALE- PAINT- SALE

BURK-HALL SPRING PAINT SALE

20% OFF INSIDE PAINT
15% OFF OUTSIDE PAINT
SALE CONTINUES THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE MONTH OF MAY

GIANT 18,000 BTU HEAVY DUTY UNIT...

Complete decor compatibility! Only the Imperials have the cornplet• decor compotibi I ity made possible by the Decorator Pon•l. It, instantly r•v•rsibl• from
vinyl-on-steel walnut grain face to on• of •qually handsome t•xtur•d
Th.
Decorator Panel enables almost unlimited styling conv•rtibility.' Beautiful,
blendable ice beig• cabinet finish. Fits anywhere! The Polystyrene Grille?
It's neutral beige. Attractive! Subdued! The trim? It's satin gold that enriches
an already beautiful addition for your home. Overall, the design is clean, simple
and functional. Altogether, Imperial's the most! BTUH cooling capacities rang•
from 6,400 through 18,000, enough for almost any living room or family room.

Cool An Entire
Average
5-Room Home . . .

NO
MONEY
DOWN

Only
$1 081
Mo.

... most popular

trend in
today's home exteriors
TIME WAS WHEN almost all homes
wer• painted white. Today, in all
types of architecture, from formal to
modern, there's a new cr•ative doring in the use of color.

Uncover
the truth...
Better whiskey
makes better drinks.
Prove it with
7 Crown. More people
do.Seagram's 7 —

The Sure One

ligetree9- NEW AND LIGHTER HUES—gray.
light green, yellow, pink, blue and
soft tones of brown --•nhancis Americo's homes. In deeper colon, charcoal is an outstanding favorite.
"SICK ENAMEL
It gloss, durable, quick drying
amel for interior or exterior use
on wood, concrete or linoleum
k floors. One coot covers previously
'pointed surfaces
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Right

Air Door adjustabilityl :These photos illustrate the various
fingertip-responsive adjustments most-often used with the
patented Airtemp Air Door. Door holds firmly at 15°, 45' and
90° angles to your preference. Vanes direct airflow to sides.

PICK UP YOUR PHONE AND MAKE
THE NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS AT
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The expulsion of Norris D.
Garnett, cultural attache of the
United States Embassy in
Moscow, is to be deplored. It
is just now that Negroes are
beginning to have a degree of
recognition from our Department of State. We have fought,
pleaded for years for a spot
under the diplomatic sun, always the rebuff came on the
basis of lack of experience and
training in this area.
We do not know what weight
to attach to the Soviet charges
that Mr. Garnett had conducted an anti-Soviet campaign
among African students. It appears that the grounds for the
expulsion are rather flimsy.
Mr. Garnett has been in
charge of the embassy library,
which is open to foreigners. It
is frequently visited by many
African students. There are
more than 20,000 foreign students in the Soviet Union, including an estimated total of
3,000 Africans.
If he were accused of bribery
or undue intrusion into restricted Russian areas one
might understand the basis for
demanding Garnett's removal.
To accuse him of indulging in
anti-Soviet propaganda is, in
our humble view, stretching
the espionage net to the fantastic and farcical level.
For quite sometime, the lot

of the African student in Russia has not been a happy one.
The murder of a Ghanaian student in the Black Sea city of
Baku last March caused much
excitement among foreign students there and in Moscow. Soviet policemen investigated the
murder, but the result has not
been announced so far.
Also in Baku, Kenyan students staged a two-day sitdown
strike in early April and demanded to be transferred to
another city:'
Many of the African students
have complained about racial
discrimination in restaurants,
shops and on the Moscow subway. Another complaint is they
sometimes that the course they
had been promised they could
study did not exist.
With this sort of accumulative unhappiness, African students in Russia do not need to
be prodded. Mr. Garnett's responsibilities involved considerable contacts with American
students in the Soviet Union.
It was only natural that he
would also m eet students of
other nationalities.
The U. S. Embassy statement that Garnett had not at
anytime been "guilty of behavior incompatible with his
status as an accredited diplomat," is convincing enough for

•
•

No Cause For Fear

Garnett's Expulsion

•

• •

SERVING 1,000 000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

intervened in their domestic
squabbles no evidence w a s
found to indicate anything but
temporary u s e of military
force to bring order out of
chaos.
In all of the instances, U. S.
intervention has been marked
by a return to normalcy, by
legal assumption to power by
responsible natives loyal to the
political destiny of their fatherland.
What is presently needed in
the Dominican situation is an
inter-American military force.
A political solution may be a
long way off, but the chance of
reaching one satisfactory to
the Dominicans a n d their
neighbors is enormously increased by a collective effort.
President John F. Kennedy,
on April 21, 1961, at the meeting of the American Society of
Newspaper Editors, war ned
that "if the nations of this
hemisphere should fail to meet
their commitments against outside Communist penetration.
then I want it clearly understood that this government will
not hesitate in meeting its primary obligations which are to
the security of our own nation."

•

•
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The Dominican revolution
has established at least one
thing, that is the once-cherished U. S. doctrine of absolute
non-intervention h a s outlived
its utility in the harsh world
of our day.
The notion, however, is not
dead yet. Five members of the
Organization of American
States held back their assent
to the suggested formation of
an inter-American force to
"establish a climate of peace
and conciliation permitting the
:. functioning of democratic institutions."
A chorus of protest echoed
all through Latin America.
Non-intervention is still clung
to by those who have refused
to throw off the weight of ancient a n d no-longer-workable
concept of power.
In the name of political and
economic stability many abuses
have been committed by the
advocates of gunboat diplomacy. This is a remnant of our
past history which is still being shaken in Uncle Sam's
face. This history is somewhat
diluted.
The United States did pursue in the past an aggressive
policy in this hemisphere. But
in countries where this nation

Jackie
Robinson
Says
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Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

News From Suburbia
There was a time when several of the major American
newspapers reported that the
liner, the S.S. Titanic, had
struck an iceberg but all aboard
had been saved. I do not think
this could ever happen again.
The press is not constrained
to print unconfirmed rumors.
Helicopters, airplanes, remote
TV cameras can tell an editor
as much of the immediate truth
as his columns can take.
The danger with the American press is that there are incidents they do not report at all.
But understandably, newspapers have been habituated by
war to withhold certain stories
in the interests of national
security.
It is obvious that the government scandals the press relishes are either those the courts
or the Congress itself have uncovered. This is not a blanket
criticism because it was a
newspaperman who uncovered
the price-fixing scandal some of
the big companies indulged in.
and a newspaperman uncovered
the embezzlements of over a
million dollars by the Illinois
auditor some time back.
But in general, much of the
general reporting in the papers
is dull. Invariably, the best reporters sooner or later become
writers or syndicated columnists o rdisappear into the public
relations agencies and make
more money than writers and
columnists.

The best stories in the papers
these days are the stories which
write themselves. The story of
the theft of the DeLong star
ruby and the Star of India sapIlhire from the American Museum of Natural History by Allen Dale Kuhn (right out of
Robin Hood, Jack "Murph the
Surf" Murphy (right out of
"Gidget'), and Roger Frederick
Clark, (the high school dropout)
and the subsequent recovery in
Miami of the sapphire was inspired reading.
It was inspired not because
the reporters were inspired,
but because the principals were.
Where the press is really behind in the news is precisely in
those areas where we are growing fastest, namely, in the suburbs. The reporters there often
know less about town affairs
than the councilmen, but the
councilmen have the defense
they are amateurs.
Out in ever-higher status land
more ink is wasted on the news
that one 12-year-old has passed
to another 12-year-old two of
his mother's sleeping pills, than
on the prospective tax rate rise.
More space is wasted by the
publication on anonymous letters worryitig about teen-age
dope addiction than is ever devoted to the need for policemen
retirement benfits and to the
problem of 16,000 of our teachers learning the profession each
year.
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Stench From Dixie
The sovereign states of Mississippi and Alabama have
once again demonstrated their
callous disregard for the law of
the land.
Once again, these two recalcitrant hold-out principalities have flexed their muscles
for the world to see that the
veins of venom, the poison of
police state power and the passion for injustice still stand in

high honor below the Confederate flag, and to hell with Old
Glory, the Constitution and the
President.
Ladies and gentlemen of the
United Natiuns — put that in
your pipes of peace and smoke
it. The stench will stink forth
around the world, and in every
part of that world where black
men have broken the bonds of
colonialism and exploitation, the

"Some folks don't know that
what they don't do often tells
more about them than what
they do do," said Simple. "Mordecai is a deacon in the church.
I knew the minute he told me
that he did not drink that he
did other things worse. He were
caught coming up short with
the church's money, in other
words, cutting the collection
plates, taking his cut right out
of the offering. I hates a hypocrite and I cannot stand a
secret stealer."
"What has open drinking got
to do in contrast to secret stealing?" I asked. "Drinking can
be just as bad as stealing — especially if you are taking money
for whiskey from the family
budget."
"My wife, Joyce, does not let
me take money from our budget for anything if she knows
it," said Simple. "And I do not
hide my sins. If I can find out
where our budget is hid, I sometimes might take a few dimes,
I confess. And if I have a couple
of beers once in a while, I do
not exactly need to inform
Joyce. She can tell by how I
snore. But when a deacon sneaks
the church's money from the
collection plate, how is anybody
going to know, until he is
caught red handed? Listen —
I would not be a sinnner man,
Tell you the reason why.
My Lord, he calls one
I might not be ready to die.
There is a lot of truth in that
old song."
"I never heard you singing
a church song before," I said.
"Where did you learn it?"
"I did not have to learn it,"
said Simple. "Down South you
grow up with church songs.
And my Aunt Lucy taught me
the Bible when I were knee high
to a duck. Since my youthhood
I have strayed, so I do not go
to church much these days. but
I grew up Baptist to the bone."

pre
wet
the

hire,' says the Bible. I am not
a servant, but way back in
slavery time, my ancestors were
— and they did not get paid.
America owes me, you, and
every other black man in the
U. S. A., one hundred thousand
billion dollars for all the work
my ancestries did in slavery
time. If I had what I am owed
from out the past on account
of my ancestries, money with
me would be no object. I would
buy you another beer right
now."
•
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"The customs of the tribes
are breaking dowil from Africa
to the U. S. A.", I said, "What
was is not any more. The decline of morality is evident on
every hand. For instance, you
are standing up here at the bar
with your sixth beer in your
hand, and you have got to go
to work tomorrow."
"I will make it," said Simple.
"I have never been late on my
job yet — not more than five
minutes, and that were due to
some detainment over which I
had no control, like a subway
breakdown. I give my boss the
hours he pays for, as long as he
gives me the wages I work for.
'A servant is worthy of his

"Thank you," I said, "but it
is hardly likely that you will
ever collect any of the funds
due your ancestors. The statute
of limitations has passed."
"That is one statue I have not
seen," said Simple. "But I did
see the statue of Abraham Lincoln downtown last week, and
do you know it was so cold this
winter that Lincoln has put his
hands in his pockets."
"I've heard that joke before,"
I said. "It's older than the gag
about the lions beside the steps
at the Public Library."
"What lions?" said Simple.
"The ones that roar only when
a virtuous woman passes," I
said.
"To get back to the deacon
and deducts," resumed Simple,
"he deducted from the collection
plate every Sunday like mad.
They had to remove him from
contact with the money, otherwise there would have been no
offering left. Old Deacon Wallbanks got too bold with his takings. And what did he do with
that change, since he swears
he do not drink?
"Maybe women and song, but
omitting wine," I said.
"I had rather be a wino than
a deacon who robs Peter but
does not pay Paul. That deacon will hardly make his way
into the Kingdom."
"What kingdom?" I asked.
"The one beyond the stars."
said Simple. "Walbanks might
steal the pearls out of the Pearly Gates, or else try chipping
the gold off the Golden Stairs.
I knew the minute that man
told me he did not drink that
he did something worse."
"You are just attempting a
backhanded defense of drinking
on your own behalf by inpugming the morals of poor old Deacon Walbanks. It's midnight.
You better get yourself out of
this bar and go home to your
wife."
"I hope she don't find out I
borrowed a dollar from the budget tonight," said Simple. "As
the English say, 'Cheerio!'
Goodnight, I go."

word democracy will sound like
a very poor joke.
When will Russia extend foreign aid in dollars and goods to
her best allies, the upholders of
the good old Southern way of
life? Russia should pin a medal
on the defenders of the Klan.
Tribute from the Kremlin
should go freely and generously
to Collie LeRoy Wilkins, Jr., the
lawyer who villified and slandered martyred Viola Liuzzo;
who flatly intimated that she
deserved to die because, in his
opinion, she was unworthy as
a mother and because, actually,
she had not come to Alabama
to aid freedom but to have sex
in a car with a Negro.
Thank God for the fresh
breath of air from the legal
community which came from
Robert Daru, chairman of the
Executive Committee of The
New York Criminal and Civil
Courts Bar Association, who is

seeking to have Wilkins thrown
out of the legal profession for
violation of ethics.
Yes, Mrs. Liuzzo's murderers
are now heroes in Alabama.
And the murderers of Goodman, Chaney and Schwerner —
they too go scot free!
What did you expect?
And what to do about it?
Personally, I believe we should
all get behind the NAACP's boycott of Mississippi goods and
products — and rally to Dr.
Martin Luther King's "economic withdrawal" of the same
nature in Alabama.
Seemingly, t h e American
consciousness of the dollar is
bigger than the American conscience.
We in't reach the hearts of
the murderers, but we can reach
the pocketbooks of those "good
people who do nothing" and who
are allowing US to be crucified
on the one hand and accepting
our money on the other.
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Canada, many years a communicant
and organist at Emmaimel EpiMiss Rosa A. Robinson was a scopal Church. Our deepest
delegate to the workshop held condolences to her.
• ••
in Dallas, Texas, April 29-May
2. It convened at the Hotel A GAY BRIDGE PARTY was
Sheraton-Dallas, and included the gala way chosen by the Hiawatha Art and Social Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Sr., and
Club observed its 50th anniver- Mrs. Mary D. King who have
delegates from various cities in very personable Mrs. Maridell
sary with a program and rec- rendered untiring serv ice
the U.S., Colombia, the Philip- Adams to entertain members opinion
ceremony for mem- throughout the 50 years of the
of two popular bridge clubs hers of
pines. Lebanon and Zambia.
long standing mem- organization.
Southern
night:
Friday
last
In Gatlinburg, as in --Dallas
bership. The occasion was THREE HONORED
Amis.
there were many interesting Belles and Les Cheres
celebrated at Lelia Walker Honored for 35 years of
highlights and included discus- The lovely affair was given at Club House. Hostesses were membership were Mrs. Mary
annex
attractive
and
modern
Mrs. W. A. Sisson, Mrs. Frank E. Murphy, Mrs. Lucy G.
sion groups, film presentations
Briscoe, Mrs. Eleanor Olgesby Fowlkes, and Mrs. M. J. Owa n d banquets. Outstanding of Lorraine Motel.
II II •••••• II II ••• II • II
ens.
speakers in varied field ad- The hostess, lovely in pink, and Mrs. Zana Ward.
COTTON CARNIVAL TIME Hooks was well known for her dressed the two groups on sub- served cocktails in the deluxe, Mrs. Addie Owen and the All members were recognizprevailed last wek. No efforts crusading effort in Civil Rights. jects of world interest as well well appointed club room program committee arranged ed for continuous services rendwere spared to make this event She was successful in gaining as national interest.
where the ladies gathered an outstanding program for the ered and working together,
the greatest of all times. Our the support of the late E. H. Some of the resource persons promptly at 7:30 P.M. Follow- occasion which included a with an Honor Certificate with
high school bands did them- Crump in initiating a court for included Miss Janet Kidd, Di- ing a brief meeting, they re- special guest artist, Miss Re- the number of years as members indicated on the certifiselves proud . . . many of them Negro youth who had thus far rector of Bureau of Personnel paired to the elegant dining gins Roberts, a soloist.
with cotes.
outfitted in bright new uni- been fairly neglected in the ex- and Training, National Board room for a delicious supper Members recognized
forms which made them seen isting court, where justice was
fried chick- honor for longest membership The Hiawatha Club has parof YWCA; Miss Lllace Barnes, which consisted of
in the Hiawatha Club were ticipated through the years in
to strut that much higher . . . concerned.
president of World YW en, baked white potatoes in
past
various civic projects. It is a
Often they were sent away
and play that much finer!
the YW of the United foil; string beans, tossed salad, Vazie Allen and Hazel lee.
and
member of the City Federation
It was a very regal couple with hardened criminals. Fol- States, both of whom spoke at hot rolls and hot coffee.
•• •
of
Women's Clubs.
who reigned over the Cotton lowing her persistent and per- Gatlinburg. Dr. Jesse Hobson, In the right mood for Bridge MR. AND MRS. WILLIE CONTRIBUTIONS
grantwas
she
urgings,
suasive
Warn.
Makers Jubilee. Maurice
research scientist and engi- . . . armed with bonuses for ANDERSON of E. Trigg, left Some of its most recent coner, French instructor at Wood. ed her request and opened a neet:ind Dr. Claude Evans, their promptness, they return- last la..ek on an extended vaca- tributions have been to local
resiher
at
Home
Detention
Butler,
Virgie
stock, and Miss
at Southern Methodist ed to the attractive club room tion which will take them to colleges. $1,000 was presented
Lauder- chaplain
student at Meharry medical dence then on South
University, Texas, spoke at for an evening of enjoyable most of the Islands in the Carib to Owen College. $100 was giva
becomes
Hooks
Mrs.
dale.
Dallas. There were also num- bridge playing.
College, Nashville were this
bean area including Nassau, en to LeMoyne College toward
Probation officer, and Mr. erous other speakers at the
year's King and Queen.
The hostess own charming the Bahamas and several others the United College Fund. Mrs.
Deputy Officer. many small gatherings
a
was
Hooks
They dr e w enthusiastic
personality came out in the ap- before their return. They stop- Lillian Scott is past president.
STRONG MEETS WILKINS — Congratulating Roy WilThis covered the period be- The ladies brought back
crowds as they visited many
pointments which she provideddped in Miami, Florida for Mrs. Flora C. Cochrane is
w --- much valuable information that
1917 when
kins, executive director of the NAACP, following his recent
to,
1910
tween
such as gold inscribed match several days before continuing project committee chairman.
schools following their coronainciunfortunate
very
address at Metropolitan Baptist church is llarry L. Strong,
will be utilized in the future folders with each lady's name on to Nassau. I look forward Other members include N7rs.
tion and took part in many so- a
involving one of the plannindirector of the Mallory Knights Charitable Organization,
g and programs spon-!which turned out to be tally to many postcards from their Winnie L. Hill, Mrs. Annie
cial activities before taking dent
for sored b!,, the YWCA.
Mr. Wilkins was in Tennessee to give the Freedom Suatheir place in the reviewing inmates was responsible
. even to the large various points and their first Mitchell, Mrs. J. II. Seward,
Several!cards .
the death of Mr. Hooks. Mrs. Board members from the
day address in Memphis and Jackson. (Withers Photo)
Cen- diamond shaped cards which i hand accounts of their travels. recording
secretary. M r s .
stand on the Big Night. Our
until
Hooks continued however
tral YW on Monroe also went held the final scores ef each Mr. Anderson recently retired Amanda Smith, Miss Annie
very best wishes for an early
1918.
to Gatlinburg.
recovery for Mrs. R. Q. Venmember and guest in tiny in- after many years at Kennedy Lee Thompson, President, Mrs.
• • •
Thelma Hooks, Miss Birdie Leson now recuperating from ma- Governor Clement is to be
dividual folders on which was Veterans Hospital.
noir, Mrs. Mildred Crawford,
•• •
jor surgery. She has done much commended for his forthright MRS. MARY WALTON COL- recorded scores for each round
Mrs. Dorris Bodden, Mrs. J.
to promote a representative courage in making this ap- LIER has recently returned for each person.
MEMBERS OF IOTA CHAPprogram where this annual pointment, which could not from a meeting of the National The most skillful players of TER of Pi Omicron Tho Soro- Lockhart, and Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Sr.
have been possible under the Nominating Com m ittee of
event is concerned.
the evening turned out to be: rity wish to thank those who
• • •
existing procedure of nomina- Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, of
011ie Mitchell, cooperated with them to make
Mesdames
tion by the local bar associa- which she is National ChairLouise Walker, and Eleanor their presentation of "A Tea
OUR SINCERE CONGRATUtion. And while some judge it man. The group met at the SoLATIONS to Atty. Benjamin
Currie, all Southern Belles, who and Fashions of Today" held
...
expediency
political
be
to
headquarters
National
rority's
Hooks for achieving high office
won prizes in the order named. April 25, a suctess: the moas Roy Wilkins pointed out: in Washington, D.C. Purpose
of Judge of the Criminal Court.
Cheres Amis, members dels, the advertisers, the patLes
"He recognized the trend of the was to select candidates for
were: Miss Martha rons and all others who extendThis appointment was applaudwinning
times and merely took the lo- election at the National ConMrs. Wilhelmina Lock- ed courtesies. "The chapter,
Flowers,
ed by all who know him and
gical step in giving Negroes a vention which is to be held in
ard, and Mrs. Winifred Frank- members, and the Twilight The Salem-Gilfield Baptist
have watched his gradual asfair share in full participation." Los Angeles, August 14-19. Also
lin, respectively. Guests shar- Facutly are deeply grateful to church will present its first ancent to a place of public re• • •
present were members of the ing in the prizes were Mrs. all of you." Mrs. Lithe E. nual Choir Day program at the
known. We feel it Is a natural
ft"
position for him to fill with his SARAH BROWN BRANCH Y Committee from Concord, Ezelle Parks and Mrs. Emo- Little and Mrs. L. Ragadale.
church on Sunday, May 30, at
• • •
humane attitude toward people, WCA had three representatives Calif., Newport News, Va., gene Wilson. I Ahem!) What
3 p. m., with three visiting
his integrity, his sense of jus- at two of the National YWCA's Long Island, New York, Bir- lovely prizes they were! So MRS. ALGA MORRIS of Cali- choirs furnishing the music.
fornia is back home to live
tice and fair play, his knowl- International Workshops recent- mingham, Ala., Baton Rouge, appealing to all the ladies.
The choirs will include singers
edge and high regard for the ly. The general theme was La., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Other Southern Belle mem- after an absence of approxi- from Prince of Peace, Greater
a
the
is
representing
She
years.
20
A
Colo;
mately
Denver,
Revolution,
in
World
Mesdames
were:
"The
present
bers
law; and his broad experience
St. Matthews and Greater New
NOT JAMES CROW! — The Association of Old Crows —
cross section of Delta chapter Elizabeth Lewis, Thelma daughter of Rev. W. T. Johnand preparation for the bar. Challenge to the YWCA "
Salem Baptist churches.
her
areas.
make
to
regional
plans
She
son.
those
In
Charnapkins,
Velton
a group of electronic scientists — held its first annual conMoore,
His theological leaning will Mrs. Addle Owen, executive
•• •
lyne McGraw. L e s Chores home with her sister, Mrs. Mrs. Marguerite Turner is
vention at the Shoreham hotel in Washington, D. C., and
no doubt cause him to keep secretary of the Sarah Brown
chairman of the program, and
here Dick Antidon, member of the board and convention armuch spiritual communion with Branch. and Mrs. Willie Pe- WORD COMES TO US of the Amies members included Mes- Myrtle J. Fisher, 830 Lucille Rev. A. L. McCargo, pastor of
Solomon, for in law, as in medi- gues, were delegates to the death of the husband of Mrs. dames Bernice Harris, Gladys St. Mrs. Morris plans to join the church.
rangements chairman, examines the artwork for the AssoEstate
Real
the
in
sister
her
Lorraine
Holt,
Alma
Dewitt,
who
Price,
Hightower
Gatlinburg,
Corine
cine, much judgement and wis- workshop held at
ciation's symbol, a determined crow flashing with electric
is also a Salem-Gilfield is located at
dom is inspired by an under Tenn., April 27030. They were was buried in Chicago on Sat- Brister, Jean Robinson, Ophe- business. Mrs. Fisher
'energy. The sparks flashing from the bird symbolize HMI
Blvd
Crump
East
of
City
corner
the
Memphis
the
in
teacher
were:
Guests
Pall.
a
Price,
Van
lia
Mrs.
15.
May
urday,
housed at the Holiday Inn along
standing of the Bible.
electronic background of the members of the group.
and Florida St.
Lindsey, Schools,
Gloria
During those times, Mrs. with delegates from other cities former memphian was for Mes-dames

!Local Club Observes
Its 50th Anniversary

Hawaii, Ceylon,
saa•••••e•au•a••••ei and
Zambia and Taiwan.

SOCIETY

MANO.

• ••

Illerrg 0o-Round
By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
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Three Choirs To
Sing In Festival
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NORGE

Thank You, Mr. President...
We're Reducing Prices NOW...
You Can Count On Us...Buy Your 4ir Conditioner NOW....

rs."
ght

PRICES STARTING AT

cutIck_ w_J:k

V8Y

NORGE MULTIPLE ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

Now 180"
ideal for bedrooms

tar-

tb"

COOLING CAPACITY FOR 3 TO 4 ROOMS
...UP TO 1,560 SQ. FT.!
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ACE-1C70-0-15,200 BTU/hr., 230 V.
ACE-1C70-2-15,200 ISTU/hr., 230 and 208 v
ACE-1010-0-18,200 BTU/hr., 230 V.
ACE-IC.110-2-18,200 BTU/hr., 230 and 208 V.
ACE-1C85-0-21,000 BTU/hr., 230 V.
ACE-1C55-2-21,000 ISTu/hr., 230 and 208 V

You can cool more rooms at less cost per room with a Norge
high-capacity unit from 15,200 to 21,000 BTU's. The entire
family spends /
2 of their "at home hours" in the family living
1
area (living room, dining room, kitchen). Doesn't it make sense
to cool this area first ... the entire family can enjoy the comfort.
Homes and apartments with open floor plans can be cooled
with one Norge multiple-room capacity air conditioner strategically placed to send cooled air through adjoining rooms. The
six individually adjustable air direction grilles direct cool air into
every corner of the living•dining room and through open archways into kitchen and bedroom area. With Norge you don't have
to have separate units for each room.
The fine furniture styling—rich wood fronts of select hardwood solids and veneers with gold-tone accents—will blend in
beautifully with any room decor.
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Sieepmaster models in 6.000 to 8,000 BTU capacities provide
extra-quiet cooling for rooms up to 575 sq. It. Available for
through•the.wall installation or with FAST MOUNT feature (as
illustrated) which permits easy do-it-yourself installation, in
windows of varying widths up to 40' wide,Weather-resistant
aluminum frame and expanding side panels hold securely in
windows, yet you can install the unit in minutes. Handsomely
styled with wood-grain vinyl front.

Big value models at budget prices. Same outstanding quality
and construction as higher priced models. Attractively styled
with Sound cushion front, thermostatically-controlled, zinc
clad protection ... plus economy of operation and dependa•
bility. Provide dry, cool comfort for the average size bedroom.
With the new FAST KIT mounting feature, you can install one of
these models yourself, easily and quickly. Fit windows up to
40" wide.
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Furniture Fashioned models with beautifully finished hardwood
frames and veneered fronts enhanced by gold-tone accents.
7,000,9,000, and 10,300 BTU capacities cool many living areas
efficiently. Models available for through the wall installation
(illustrated); others with FAST MOUNT feature for easy do-ityourself installation without special tools. Fit windows up to
40 wide.

14,000 BTU cooling capacity—an attractively
styled unit with extra capacity for cooling up to
1,075 sq. ft. of family living area. Itwill extract
as much as 5 pints of excess moisture per hour
from room air to provide refreshingly cool,
wonderfully dry comfort. Six individually adjustable grilles provide multi.direction cooling to fit
your area. Standard window kit included.

12
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Casement model with neat, attractive grille front
—designed to fit standard casement windows in
homes or apartments. Easy to install—no need
to cut the window frame. Just remove the glass
and fasten the unit into place for immediate
cooling and maximum humidity removal. 6,000
BTU capacity cools rooms up to 13x 19 sq. It.

WH 8-2666 FREEMAN HOME FURNISHING INC. 1940 S. Lauderdale WEI 8-2666
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Large capacity cooling—quietly beautiful, beautifully quiet cooling and dehumidification of most living areas—whefe the
average family spends two-thirds of their "at home hours." Six
air grilles can be individually adjusted to direct cool air into
every corner of open•floor•plan living areas . .. cool 725 to 950
sq. ft. Furniture fashioned with rich wood fronts. Standard
window kit included.

iii

L. C. SCOTT
S.11•9 Me110,••

Let one of these Salesmen, who
know Norg• best, check your
cooling area, Before you buy

Mr. James Shannon, invites his
many friends, and their friends,
to come out to Fresman's

anywhere check at Freeman's
All New Stores.

whatever their furniture wants
ar•.

JAMES T. SHANNON
A.... Fi•ld Selo. Memo.,
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YWCA To Honor Top
Solicitor At Party

Humboldt News
GRAHAM SCHOOL
The teachers of Graham Elementary school, Gadsden,
Tenn., closed a very successful year of pleasant work. The
students were dismissed on May 17, but the teachers continued two days longer in training.
On Wednesday May 19, a fellowship dinner was held and
chickall dined sumptuously on a menu of barbecued ribs and
en, potato salad, vegetable dish, home made ice cream and
coconut cake.
Many games were played and enjoyed. Those who attended
were principal John H. Mathis, and his faculty, Mrs, Ola M.
Mathis, Mrs. Elwood, Mr. J. Ragans, Walter Long and wife,
Mrs. Ardella Cole, Mrs. Syrvilla Jone's, Mrs. Rebecca Newhouse, and her son, Private Earl E. Newhouse, Mrs Sarah
L. Donalson, John If. Mathis, Jr. and Bruce Ray Cole.
STIGALL HIGH
The senior class of Stigall High presented its class day
exercises at 2 p.m. in the gym on Friday, May 21, under the
direction of their advisors, Mrs. Louise Croom and William
Lacey.
The program was very unique in its presentations of the
same line of procedures as class days give, but the manner
of presentation, and the ability of the students made it one
of the most outstanding of its kind.
The graduation exercises will be held Thursday night at
8 p.m. at the school with Dr. William N. Jackson, ddan of
Tennessee State University as speaker. He will be introduced
by J. W. Clark, principal of the elementary department of
Stigall.
THE KINDERGARTEN
The Gillespie Kindergarten presented its commencement
program in the library of the Stigall High School on Sunday
afternoon, May 16 Fifteen little ones marched with accurate
precision to a march played by Mrs. Carrie Jones.
Scripture and prayer were given by Rev. J. 11. Mathis,
and little John Allen Williamson gave the greetings. The chorus sang, "Jesus Love's Me," "Praise Him," and "Be Careful
What You Do."
--..... • •
Little Marva Baskerville, a first grader at Stigall, welcomed the group to the first grade.
Mrs. Lacey pinned a corsage and Rev. J. H. Mathis presented Mrs. W. S. Vance, who delivered the commencement
address.
Diplomas were presented by William Baskerville, chairman of the board, and remarks were made by Miss Lila Northcross, vice chairman. The little, ones were as happy in receiving their diplomas as anyone anywhere could be. Much
credit is due the teacher, Mrs. Shirley Poston, who has worked so arduously with the children.
OBITUARIES
Mrs. Bettie Fisher Burnett of Humboldt died Tuesday, May
18, at 3:30 in St. Mary's, hospital. She was the wife of Mr.
George Terry Burnett, and the mother of Charlie Francis Fisher of St. Louis. Mo. She was a member of Lane Chapel C.M.E.
church and was a very diligent business woman, having served
as clerk of her grocery store on Calhoun Street.
Mrs. Dora Anderson, (Mamma Dora), as she was well
known, passed at the residence of her daughter and son-in law,
Mr. and Mrs. Semon Reid.
She was a member of the Morning Star Baptist church
and a well-loved old lady, the kind that grows graceful with
age.
Rev. Jacob Oglesby of Detroit, paid a brief visit to Humboldt last week. He was a former pastor of Morning Star Baptist church.

MOTHER AND CIIILDREN — Mrs. Nannie Harris, seated center, was honored at a family dinner held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Price of 2371 Zanone on Mother's Day, and here she is seen with four daughters and
three sons. On front row, from left are Mrs. Martha Moore,
Mrs. Susanna Young, Mrs. Harris, Mrs. Pinkie Price and
Mrs. Mae W. BarneUe. standing, same order, are Joseph
Harris Ben Ilarris and Rev. Z. H. Harris. Others at the
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'GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

Mules In
Leather

A Children's Soap'
With Prize Inside

The soap also contains germfighting hexachlorophene, which
has proven most effective in
Soaprize!, a new children's floating f u n soap, combatting common types of ,
with a prize inside is being introduced in Chicago by skin bacteria., _
Armour Grocery Products Company, makers of Dial "The product was developed
because mothers have expressSoap.
ed a desire for a children's
Chicago
in
Thc soap, which will be test-marketed
fun-soap which does not innate children's skin," George
beginnink May 24, comes in
Armour
three fun shapes: Willie, a pep- riddle slip. When the child dips M. Keller, president of
permint colored whale; Alvin, the slip of paper in water, the Grocery Products Company,
a smiling pink alligator, and answer appears. The riddles said.
Sylvester, a blue submarine. are''s imple and amusing to "The fun-bath products no
win general distribution are
According to Armour, the soap children.
liquid or powered detergents.
will appeal to children under
• ••
"We anticipate a tremendten years of age.
Dr. Frances R. Horwich, ous demand for Soaprize, since
• ••
child psychologist and televi- it is the first and only pure
Buried in the center of each sion's "Miss Frances," served
which is made esbar is a plastic capsule which as a special consultant during `fun-soap'
for children, produced MANAS.SAS VESPER SPEAKcontains a top and a magic rid. the development of Soaprize. pecially
for widespread distribution, and ER — Dr. William James Simdle. The child can obtain this
,,,, • According to Dr. Horwich, popularly priced."
secret prize only
mons, university minister and
• ••
when the '"" bathtime should be fun-time for
is completely gone, thus proat Tenchild. "Having a soap of .-Soapvia#S. ia• packaged Ass professor of philosophy
Use
viding an incentive for keep.
,
own, in the shape of a cha- colinful red, blue or orange nessee State university, delft
his
ing clean and for enjoying racter with a name, can be
overwrapperl cartons which ered the vesper sermon In the
foil
bathtime.
very important in making bath. have a thumb punch device for music hall of Manassas High
• ••
school last Sunday. An ortime a relaxing and enjoyable easy opening.
The prizes are attractive interlude," she said.
Cartoons of the sub, whale or dained minister of the United
miniature toys which the "Also, the soap can help es- the alligator, showing the cap- Presbyterian church, he h a s
younger child will enjoy playtablish cleanliness habits and sule inside, are featured on the received honor and distinction
ing with and which the older
can aid in overcoming resist- top and sides of the cartons. for his work in the religious
child will want to collect and
ance to the bath."
A full schedule of advertis- field. The school's commencetrade. Prizes include such
on Chicago television chil- ment exercise will be held In
ing
to
hard-milled
soappure
A
things as a small metal comshows, as well as in the amphitheater of the audidren's
to
lanolated
is
Soaprize
last,
pass, a miniature athletic whishas been planned torium on Thursday, May 27
newspapers,
to
and
mildness
further
provide
tle, a plastic magnifying glass,
at 8 p.m.
Soaprize.
for
lather.
creamy
rich,
a
insure
a troll with colored hair, rings,
a federal agent badge and a
plastic four leaf clover.
The magic riddles included
in the Soaprize capsule are
printed on a slip of paper.
Answers are written in invisible ink on the back of the ,

•

Mrs. Herbert Harding
Surprised At Shower
The Young People's choir and Members of the Young Peoclub of New Tyler AME church'ple's club
sponsoring the affair
honored Mrs. Jacqueline Flowers Harding at a surprise show- l were Clifford Townsend, Wilma'
er for the baby-to-be last Sun-'Stevenson, Faye and Della,
day in the lower aditorium of Suggs, Doris Hunt, Lorine Warthe church.
ren, Cassandra Ward, Cheryl,
The church was decorated for Berry, Joe Pegues, Arthur Rothe occasion in a yellow and.berson. C. W. Fugh, Gloria and
white theme, and hanging from Joy Miller. Bernadine Bulls,
the ceiling were miniature um- Willetta McNeal and Lois Pa•
brellas and balloons, along with trick.
yellow and white streamers.
Among the guests were Mr
The tables were decorated
and Mrs. Isiah Goodrich, Jr .
with center piece of yellow and Mr
and Mrs. C. W. Bowen, Mr.
white gladioluses "anddchrysanand Mrs. Lawrence Fugh, Mr.
themums, and tasty delicacies and Mrs.
Walter Bulls, Sr., Mr
and frappe were served.
and Mrs. William McNeal, Mrs.
Gifts were arranged on a taanc e Stevenson, Mrs.
ble in the rear with a white urnTownsend, Mrs. V. Bobo, Mr.
brella hanging from the ceiling
and Mrs. Rubin Simms, .and
, bearing the honoree's name.
Mrs. H. Kanody.
The umbrellas proved appropriate for the occasion, as Mrs. Also Mr. Viola Ware, Mrs.,
Harding produced a shower of Sally Cotton, Herman Morris,
tears as Mrs. E. E. Goodrich Robert Fields, Lucille Miller,
played a lullabye which was Larry Miller, Mattie Fugh, Hessie, Mitchell and others.
CHURCH WOKKER
Mrs. Harding is a faithful Mrs. Harding is on leave as a
member of the church and is first grade teacher at LaRose
, supervisor of the Young Peo-i Elementary school. Her husband
ple's club, superintendent of the is Herbert A. Harding, a sciSunday School, a member of thevrice teacher at Manassas High
MAliodist Women's Club and school. They live at 607 E. Mc.
:Lemore, Apt. 12.
the Senior choir.

dinner were James Barnette, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Harris,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Thompson, Mrs. Florest Allen, Mrs.
Adel! Hawkins, Ray Ilarris, Mrs. Myrtle .1. Fisher and
daughter, Portia Elaine Fisher; Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Branch, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Green, Mrs. Grace Burns, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie B. Niter, Miss Lucille Crawford, Mrs.
%Valle Rogers and scores of Mrs. Harris' grandchildren
and great-grand children.

The Membership Committee port can weigh the balance toof the Sarah Brown Branch ward a way of life for the
Young Women's Christian As- young women which will resociation is making a special
flect the full realization of them'push in its membership enrollselves in the knowledge and•
ment effort. At a report meetlove of God.
ing in May, the committee outlined plans for special recogni- In addition, Mrs. Geneva Wiltion of members holding "lucky liams and Mrs. Bernice Callaway, also members of the commembership cards."
The crowning of "Mrs. YWCA mittee pointed out that, across
Membership" from the workers the country, there are more
who have obtained the largest groups and institutions concennumbers of members in the trating on men and boys, but
drive will be a feature of the that one must think of women
and girls, too.
annual lawn party.
Mrs. Leora Gunter, dynamic And in Memphis, it Is women
member of the Membership and girls who are the first conCommittee pointed out that cern of the Young Women's
many of the young people of Christian Association. The YWMemphis come to the YWCA CA offers all members and parand participate in a program of ticipants wide opportunities for
their own choosing. She added growth and self-development. It
that women of the community provides ways and means for
can help the young people by each to achieve his best through
joining the YWCA themselves a variegated program which infor the adult interest and sup- cludes classes, special interest
-- groups, and public affairs.
Anki,
Mrs. Lois Greenwood, chair- Er
man of the committee, recommended every woman of Memphis taking advantage of the opportunity for self-investment offered by the YWCA — which is,
in itself, also an investment —
Ladies have long gotten a in the community, by the comkick out of the mule for glamor- munity, for a better community
ous relaxing. This season, the and a better society.
open-backed shoe comes out of Women who have not been
the lounge and into the living contacted by a worker, should
phone the YWCA, 948-0493 and
room.
Styled for both daytime and the membership will be picked
evening moods, lovely leather up promptly.
mules show off a variety of The YWCA urges women and
decorative touches such as in- girls to drop in and pay for
step bows, self-leather button memberships at the desk.
trim, peaked sides and highcut tongues.
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CHILD'S FUN TIME
Handy.ashing time can be fun-time for a child. Teach him
to wash his hands just as soon as he can comfortably stand
on steps to reach the soap and water in the basin. Give
him soap of his own, like the new Soaprize, the children's
germ-fighting fun soap. Soaprhe comes in three clever
character ,shapes, Willie Whale, Alvin Alligator and Sylvester Submarine. Buried within each bar is a plastic
capsule which contains a toy and a riddle. The child can

MEMPHIS

OUR WEEKEND SPECIAL!

$30 Off ,.44 $30 Off
MAA1

32/.1,6
YOU ASK FOR IT, WE
WILL GIVE IT TO YOU.

J 1;3

•

$30.04) i)ff An' Purchase Price
of Any Wig Wain Wig
Styles to Please' Each Individual
Personality - - Styles By Specially
Trained Fashion Stylists. Take
Advantage of Our Special Styling
Offer on Tuesday & Wednesday
Only $3.00.

"THE TURKISH DELIGHT"

Approved Credit Applications
— No Money Down
12 MonthkTo Pay

"THE GO-GO"

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

A cushion sole, leatherette
glide in white, black &

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965

1264 GETWELL Open Nites 'Ti! 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611

$99,95

CONTINUED FOR AN INDEFINITE AMOUNT OF TIME

Mrs. Frances Miller

UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

PEG.

NOW $6995

A closed casual. The perfect
play shoe in gold. light blue
Ian, leatherette, light blue
and pink terry cloth.

Floor Models Reduced
s100°°

OUR TWO WEEK SPECIAL

ALIEN'S..
Featuring

•

•

•

Flirtations Shoes

61 So. Main St.

523-1953

Mrs. Dorothy' V. Young

Mrs. tuthurine
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Hundreds Attend 'Breakfast For Milady'
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TOP LEFT: Delta Sigma Sorority cited four women for
their outstanding contributions in the field of Human Re.
lations and Civic Work. These lovely ladies received Certificates of Recognition. They are Mrs. Margaret Davis of
Memphis State University; Mrs. Rufus Thomas, and Mrs.
Katie Sexton. Unable to be present for her award was Mrs.
Charlie Morris. TOP RIGHT: Miss Patricia Martin of Melrose High School was crowned Junior Miss of 1905 by Miss

Deborah Jefferson Junior Miss of 1144. CENTER LEFT
AND RIGHT: a panoramic view of the huge crowd in attendance at Breakfast for Milady held at Club Paradise,
May A at 10:00 A.M. BOTTOM LEFT: Members of Delta
Sigma Theta May Week Committee included (from left,
seated) Mrs. Lois Tarpley, co-chairman of May Week;
Miss Elsie Thomas, Tickets, Mrs. Eleanor Currie, Fashions;
Mrs. Norma Griffin, co-chairman of May Week; Mrs. Lo-

rene Osborne, Junior Miss; Mrs. Dorothy Evans, Breakfast;
-Mrs. Emogene Wilson, Publicity; (standing) Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, Charm Clinic; Mrs. Pearl Bruner, Charm
Clinic; Mrs. Delois Brack, Junior Miss. Other chairmen
Included Miss Rosa A. Robinson, Mother of the Year; Mrs.
Bernice Ahron, Deceased Mothers (of members); Mrs.
kathryn Thornton, Worship; Mrs. Charlotte Polk, Program.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Five charming Dehutanjes took time out

from their dancing at the Kappa Alpha Psi Debutante Ball,
to look pretty for the photographer wih their escorts. They
are: Misses Lynn Ulen and Larry Ingrams; Deborah
Greene and Bethel Harris Jr. Cheryl Tucker and Godfrey
Jones; Cheryl Davis and George Tucker; Fayette Harris
and Garmer Currie Jr. The affair was held May 7 at Club
Paradise. (Photos by R. A. Coleman and Gene Robinson)
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King Protests Rifle
Shipment To Selma The
Men
Behind

SELMA, Ala. — (UPI)—Dr. Cutrer announced that a desegMartin Luther King, Jr. ex- regation plan that he outlined
pressed concern over a large, in a radio talk would not be
but apparently routine, ship- implemented immediately bement of surplus military rifles cause "we feel the racial tento a gun dealer in this racially- sion is too high."
scarred town.
Cutler has promised that all
It was King's Southern Chris- segregation o:dinances will be
Conference repealed and that the town,
Leadership
tian
(SCLC) that notified the Justice troubled by repeated racial
Department of the shipment of demonstrations, would hire Ne492 M-1, M-11 and 30.06 caliber groes for police duty, and perrifles from a California firm to haps other municipal jobs.
About 250 students at the allWalter H. Craig in Selma
"I don't know why this ship- Negro Selma University staged
a campus demonstration to proment is causing such a stir,"
test the policies of college PresCraig said. "I am a licensed King is due in Montgomery
dealer and I am often receiving from Atlanta. He addresses a
large shipments of guns. I sell rally in the Alabama capital
HOW, PROUD EAGLE!
them for hunting weapons."
city and another one here Tuesto right) are: Francine Weaver, 18, BreckNavajo Chief Proud Eagle and family are
The FBI said "there is noth- day night. In between he is
Dwan,
Diana
Queen,
Bean
Mich.,
enridge,
Queens
Agricultural
greeted by Michigan
19, Stevensville, Mich., the Apple Queen, ing illegal that we know of scheduled to visit Hale and Maat the Santa Fe Railroad Station in Amarilrengo counties, both rural black
and Elaine Sanford, 22, Hart, Mich., the about this shipment."
lo, Tex. The trio of queens who representIn Bogalusa, La., Mayor Jesse (soil) belt counties.
Cherry Queen. (UPI Telephoto)
ed Michigan in a cross-country jaunt (left
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Martin Luther King
By BETTY WASHINGTON
And EDWARD T. CLAYTON

0:e

It would be extremely They also had brought to began he had turned do.
difficult to attempt to world attention a new a request that he run 14
draw together a 1 1 of the leader in Martin Luther the presidency of the local
King, Jr., a man gifted NAACP.
scores of personalities —
with eloquence of speech
But the urgency of the
men and women — who and endowed with rare inboycott protest swept him
contribute or have contri- born leadership.
up, as it did many others,
buted their energies and
with its immediate needs
genius to the support and
for planning and organizaTwenty-four-inches of sugar book. Gregory recently
undergirding of the man
and spice (that's what little pleted filming a movie
tion. And when his name
who is helping to reshape
girls are made of) was deliv- I "Nightzone."
! ATLANTIC CITY, N. .1.— work which tend to make a , Negro college graduates are ad.
was placed in nomination
ered to Mrs.Lillian
regory,. The couple, who live in Lni- (UPI) — A Negro leader from mockery of democracy at vised to get some social wor7: the destiny of a nation.
for the presidency of the
wife of comedian Dick Greg- versity Apartments, recently'
experience, which puts them in
the South said during the week- work."
LuMartin
is
man
That
ory at Lying-In Hospital, Uni- had walls knocked out to give.end Negroes have fewer out-ofnewly-formed organization,
a vicious circle because social
He gave as examples:
versity of Chicago.
'them use of the adjoining wedlock births than whites are
4ork agencies advise them first ther King, Jr. To the nahe was elected in a malter
are
here
a
s
T
cie
todaysocial
en-,
at
in
weighed
girl
apartment.
infant
The
tion and to the world he
less socially disorganized and
exclu. in get social work training and
primarily
not
but
minutes.
of
of
lot
a
Mrs.
need
girls
little
Five
ounces.
12
and
pounds
7
are more financially indepen- sivey in the South that serve then go job hunting•
has become the living
Gregory told the DEFENDER playing room
dent than white citizens in the only one racial group, provide
"The
action had caught
—Numerous national agencies symbol of an oppressed
no name had been chosen for During the Selma demonstra- same income bracket.
me unaware," he witpte
tne baby "because we teally tions that led up to the march, Arthur D. Allen, executive di- unequal services, disregard the have boards and staffs in which people's determined quest
merit principal in staff employlater in h i s book Stride
were not expecting a girl."
Lillian Gregory spent several rector of the Tampa, Fla. Ur- ment and operate with policies minority representation is eith- for freedom. More than
The debut of Baby Girl Greg- days in Selma, and was seen ban League, made his state- laid down by m o n o-racial er token or nonexistent. In
Toward Freedom. "It had
their regional and local organi- any other human being toory upped the female total In resting periodically in Brown ments in regard to what he boards.
happened so quickly that I
in the day, he is the personificaparticularly
zations,
misconcepNewsmen,
six,
to
Parsonage.
household
Chapel
Gregory
colomon
a
termed
the
—Graduates of Negro colleges South, this is even more glaring.
did
not even have timeJo
and
little
other
morals
Nerro
The
mcther.
about
tion
counting
and
using the parsonage phone, deinterested in graduate study in Allen said out-of-w edlock tion of courageous
illegitimacy rates.
Gregory girls include Michele,
it through. It is If.,
think
lighted in the singing and play- high
that
leadership
dedicated
are
citizens
a
white
find
to
ser- births among
Speaking before the conven- social work only
•.ynn, 3 and twins, Paula Inte
that
bable
if I had, I would
ABERNATHY
physicians
of
RALPH
REV.
private
by
information
treated
aing of Michele and Lynn. The tion of the National Association ions scarcity
in the last 10 years has
and Pamela Gration.
bout schools of social work a-.rather than by public facilities
have
the nominadeclined
much
did
them
of
ento
three
chalAllen
Workers,
Social
of
restless
Mrs. Gregory, who walked
The organization which tion . . ."
and therefore do not become throttled the
vailable.
with her husband on the final hance the spirit of the demon- lenged the social workers to re- Upon applying for entrance public statistics.
Negro
the
of
yearnings
had projected h i m onto
move remaining vestiges of disday of the march from Selma strators.
masses and fired in them the national a n d world Some of the men and women
to Montgomery, said she is Mrs. Gregory's former preg- crimination in the field of social
who formed the nucleus of that
••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
feeling "just fine" and added nancy was highlighted by a jail work itself.
a new dignity and self-re- scene was the Montgom- orpnization are to this dayHe said "while social work
that her famous husband had
spect that cannot be brid- ery Improvement Associa- 10 years later—some of the
that kept her behind has
visited her on Wednesday, the sentence
pioneered in its attitudes
led or stifled.
t i o n, a hastily-formed same men and women who
baby's natal day. She said he!bars on Christmas in 1963 when toward minority groups . . .
there are still barriers in social
is busy working on his second she was expecting the twins.
The job, of course, was group drawn from among are part of the organizational
the centuries old, frustra- the Negro leadership of strength behind Martin Luther
King, Jr. One of them Rev.
ting, often hopeless task Mbntgomery, Ala. Martin Ralph D. Abernathy,
has reof securing f o r Negroes Luther King, Jr. had be- mained his closest associate
their full freedom and come a part of it little and confidante, and perhaps
first-class citizenship. It more than a year before more than any other knows
and shares the early struggles
began again in Montgom- when he took up the full and personal sacrifices that
ery, Alabama on Decem- time pastorate of Dexter have helped make the nonber 5, 1955 when seam- Avenue Baptist Church on violent movement what it is
today. It was Rev. Abernathy
stress Rosa Parks decided September 1, 1954.
who gave the Montgomery imtAk\
to
go
rather
she would
Association , its
He had had no aspira- provement
jail than give up her bus tions for any great re- name at its organizatitoel
meeting, and who has
seat to a white man.
sponsibilities of civic lead- identified through the years is
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
instead
Washington Correspondent
the one man always at the
The long a n d restless ership, preferring
to devote his time to the side of Martin Luther King, Jr.
.4.4.-aauto••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• yearnings of the Negro to
Imbe free found explosive challenging task of pas- While the Montgomery
con•
WASHINGTON — Tired of even imports its domestics,
Association
provement
first
s
i
h
Dexter,
toring
release
historic
the
in
about waiters and other service peo"Shindig?" Disgusted
tinues to function today as
machine politics? Not sure ple.
Montgomery Bus Boycott full-time pastoring assign- an organization dedicated to
what the heck is going on in One does meet a Virgin Is- of 1955-56, and after 381 ment after some 21 unin- securing full citizenship rights
Viet Nam? Getting smothered lander as a business man,
for Negroes, both Dr. King
however. On social occasions days of walking, Mont- terrupted years in school. and Rev. Abernathy have long
by the great consensus'
St.
meets
Thomans.
one
Leave the country:
gomery's Negroes had He was so committed to since taken up headquarters in
Head for St. Thomas thereby Tourism is the salvation of won f o r themselves and devoting all his energies Atlanta. Georgia
with the
Islands,
Virgin
American
the
place
divine
vacationing in a
founding in 1957 of the Souththree
just
new
a
that
Dexter
everywhere
to
Negroes
is
there
prove
and
to
much
President's
and following the
ern Christian Leadership Conedict of "seeing America" they are successful at this busi- dignity, a self respect. weeks before the boycott ference.

Another Girl For Says Whites Have Most
The Dick Gregoryscorntitled Out-Of-Wedlock Births
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Washington Round-Up

Amomp...1111iir
Colorful Spectacle For Fair
Colorful dancers from the Zulu
troupe are shown above performing
at the popular Africa Pavilion in
the New York World's Fair. In
addition to t h e Zulu dancers the
Africa Pavilion entertainment program features A company of dan-

from the Republic of Rwanda, the Afro-American troupe of Gus Dinizulu, and a
company of 18 dancers headed by
Nigeria-born World-famed drummer Michael Glatunji. (ANPI Photo by Bert Smith)

cers a n d drummers

ness.
first.
This is the only American A small island, the loveliest
Caribbean island: it is a joy. beaches are only 15 minutes
For me, it was a winter re- away from main street. The
treat at Christmas and further sun beams down on the white
confirmation there is no place sands giving one a gentle roast
a relaxed view of the world
like the Caribbean for fun, rum and
In general'
and sun.
It's great charm is the Is- Rates at the small hotels are
land's informality. One does more than resasonable. Even
not have to shimmy into a gir- In season, one can get a doudle and sexy black dress, and/ ble room for about $14.
or a tie and coat after 6 P.M. From Washington, about 8125
This is a contrast to Jamai- will get you to St. Thomas.
ca where no decent restaurant Once enscounced in a hotel
will allow you in without a there, arrange to fly to St.
neatly "tied" male companion. Croix: another $.30 round trip
Jamaica offers more rum or to St. John: SI by governdrinking too.
ment ferry.
Americans in the Virgin Is- If you lead a busy life filled
lands dig scotch.
with board meetings, decisions,
St. Thomas is an export is- taxes, property, cocktails and
land in that the American Vir- formals, take a different slant
gin Islands produce only tour- head for informality in the
ism; all other products are im- American Virgin Islands.
ported to them, even bananas SOITIP folk prefer Puerto RI.
that turn into potent daiquiris. co. San Juan is the stop before
The lovely, sturdy straw bags you board the shuttle flight to
are not made by St. Thomans. St. Thomas. San Juan is great
a neat stamp reveals - Made in :if you like to stand in line to
Mexico ''
'loose your money at the Sam Oddly enough, you might not hung tables.
even meet St. Thomans in a San Juan also is great if you
servant capacity. The island have friends.

i

5

GO, GO,
Former world and olvmpic decathlon
champion Rater Johnson, and actress Patty
Duke are on their Hollywood marks and
actress takes lessons in track from Johnson
ready to go. as the academy award winning

RAFER

For her npcomIng role In the film. "Billie."
Mime Duke plays a tomboy teenager who
can out-perform any young male athlete on
her high school decathlon team. (UPI Tel.
photo)
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Social Security Seeks
Service Representatives

A nation-wide examination for ees to meet needs by promotion
the position of service rePre- from within.
sentative Grade GS-4 $4 480 Junior college graduates, and BROWNSVILLE — The music sented in several recitals in the
per year salary, has been an- persons with at least two years department of First Baptist area, and has been a music innounced by the Social Security of college and individuals with church will present Miss Mary structor at Rosenwald High
Administration Board of Exami- appropriate work experience
Rose Rodgers, lyric soprano, School in Trenton for the past
ners, Baltimore, Maryland. The qualify for the service represenand Dr. J. P. Brodnax, a lyric two years.
of
acceptance
for
date
closing
tative examination.
tenor, in concert on next SunSANG IN COLLEGE
1965.
30,
June
is
applications
Application Form 5000-AB and day. May 30, at 4 p. m. in the
Brodnax is the son of
Dr.
(
be
The examination will be given Standard Form 57 should
church.
Mrs. Jennie Brodnax Vance of
in Memphis on June 19 and July submitted immediately by any- The program will begin with
..)egan singing at
.
one who wishes to take the ex- 150 voices of the five choirs com- Humboldt, and
31.
an early age. While a student
amination.
Position of service representbMed in a scriptural meditation at Tennessee A & I State Unialive in the 600 social security Additional information and with musical interludes.
versity he traveled with the conobbe
may
forms
application
district offices are ordinarily
Four women in the church cert singers, add is a veteran
Security
Social
the
from
tamed
employfilled by promotion of
music department are compet- of four years in the U. S. Army.
ees. The new civic service loca- Administration, Room 242, Fed- ing in a "Queen Contest" with Following his discharge front
Memphis,
Building,
Office
eral
insufficiMrs. W. S. Vance. They are service, he studied and gradtions where there is an
Mrs. Eva James Rawls, Mrs. uated from the Chicago College
ent number of eligible employ- Tennessee.
Mildred Cole, Mrs. Elms Rog- of Optometry, and became an
er; and Mrs. Rubye Jackson. instructor at the school follows
The queen will be crowned at uig post graduate work.
the end of the concert.
Dr. Brodnax now operates the
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Woodlawn Eye Clinic, lie is
Thomas Howard of Trenton,
married, and the father of two
Miss Rodgers has gained a rechildren.
putation as a soloist since gradby EDGAR T. STEWART tack and did a good job.
the Ne- uating from Fisk University in Miss Rodgers and Dr. BrodMay 30 is Memorial Day, We should remember
New York Nashville, where she majored nax will sing two duets.
in
policeman
gro
"Decoration
called
sometimes
kept the Statue of Liber- in music and was a soloist with There is no admission charge
Day." It is for the memory of who
to the program, and everyone
other shrines from being the Fisk Jubilee Singers.
and
ty
War.
Civil
the
in
died
those who
expert detective Miss Rodgers has been pre- is invited.
by
bombed
it
However,
good.
is
That
brings to mind some living and work.
name more, but the
some dead who also stood up I could
will do for the time
above
be
should
and
country
the
for
being.
remembered.
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Memorial Day Recalls
The Deeds Of Patriots

29, 1965

;
I.

--chairman; Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, class chairman; T. R.
NIcLemore, Leonard Shields, Miss Naomi Gordon and Mrs.
Zana Ward. Mrs. Lettie Letitia Poston, reunion co-chairman and coordinator of the 1955 class, was absent when
photo was made. (McChriston Photo)

READY FOR ALUMNI — All set for the annual meeting of
LeMoyne's General Alumni Association and a reunion of
the college's '5' classes this weekend are these members of
the planning committee. Left to right: Miss Mildred Coburn,
Miss Eunice Carruthers, reunion general chairman; Elmer
Henderson, program chairman; Mrs. Rosa Murrell, class

341ewark's Anti-Poverty
:-Unit Adds 2 To Staff
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said, insures the acceleration
of program development needed if services such as preschool and remedial reading
classes are to be initiated by
July, on a city-wide basis.

NEWARK, N. J. — The Unit- M. Wendell, bring to the agened Community Corporation, cy many years of special trainspearheading Newark's anti- ing and experience.
poverty drive, announced the "Both are qualified for the
addition of two new staff mem- unique assignments they are
bers, as director of communi- undertaking at this time and we
are fortunate to have them on
ty action and comptroller.
Cyril D. Tyson, UCC execu- staff," Tyson added.
Jones will be responsible for
tive director, said that both
eming Jones, Jr., appointed setting up and directing the
ief fiscal officer, and Donald budgeting, bookkeeping and accounting procedures for the
agency.
Babel Of Tongues
Wendell will guide the deGuiNew
MORESBY,
PORT
development of comexLanguage
—
(NPI)
nea —
munity groups, such as the
perts are having headaches area boards organized in Newtrying to cope with the linguis- ark with the assistance of the
tic chaos presented by the 700 UCC. He will also supervise
different tongues, excluding lo- staff assigned to these groups
cal dialects which is the order and aid in creating programs
of the day in the Papua-New designed to encourage wider
Guinea area. The experts hope participation among the poor
to establish some links be- in dealing with problems in
tween various groups of these housing, employment and edtongues in order to simplify ucation.
The increase in staff, Tyson
the problem of translations.
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DONALD M. WENDELL

We should remember the Negro soldiers in Fort NIcIlenry
who kept putting the flag back
as fast as the British would
shoot it down, htus making it
possible for Francis Scott Key
o write "Star. Spangled Banner."
We should remember the Ne- NEW RORK — The National
gro sergeant in the Spanish- Association for the AdvanceAmerican War who was shot ment of Colored People will
down but kept holding the flag mark the second anniversary
up. When the commander came of the death of its Mississippi
up, he looked up, gave a broad field secretary, Medgar Evers,
The West Tennessee League
grin and said, "The flag never with a graveside memorial
Inan
for Nursing is sponsoring
service Sunday, June 13, in
the ground."
touched
for
Nursing
Disaster
stitute on
remember the Arlington Cemetery, outside
professional and practical nurs- We should
Negro woman waitress ni Washington, D. C., it was anes on May 27 and 28 at the Hotel young
an inn who on learning that nounced this week.
Claridge.
spies were planning to poison In making the announceSpeakers will include several
George Washington during the ment, Gloster B. Current,
W
prominent Memphians: M.
Revolution, threw some of the NAACP director of branches
Accident
Yates, co-ordinator of
food to the chicken thus letting and field administration, said
helby
Memphis-S
Prevention,
Washington's aids see that it the Association's East Coast
County Health Department;
was poison. It killed the chick- branches are being invited to
manager,
Stone,
0.
Gordon
to the •
send representatives
Washington.
Memphis-Shelby County Chap- ens but saved
remember the ;ceremony.
ter, American Red Cross; Chief We should
was shot to death
Hamilton, Memphis young Negro agent recently in Evers
Edward
the from ambush in front of his
Fire Department; Asst. Chief Africa who kept putting
in Jackson, Miss., on
W. W. Wilkinson, Memphis Po- flag up as fast as' the rebels home
June 12, 1963. Byron De La
lice Department; Dr. McCarthy tore it down.
white fertilizer
DeMere and Dr. Robert Reed- We should remember Done Beckwith a
Miller who though trained to salesman v;ho was charged
er, Plastic Surgeons.
now free
Mrs. Kay Werkhoven is the be a waiter on a warship man- with the killing, is
ended
chairman of the Institute Com- ed the gun when the regular on bail after two trials
gunners left it during an air at- in hung juries.
mittee.
1

Ceremony To
Mark Death Of
Medgar Evers

Institute To Be
Held On Disaster
Nursing May 21-28

MISS MARY RODGERS
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NEW

5
IMiDPALA

SPORT COUPE
Full size Impala Sport Coupe, including all factory equipment.
You pay only $69 down and $69 per month for 36 months.

DOWN BUYS ANY
CAR ON THE LOT!
"Billie."
ter who
thiete on
fPI Tel.

Concert To Be Given
Sun. In Brownsville

Over 300 OK Used Cars—The bust Selection of Too Quality
Used Cars In Menials!

Full size Chevrolet Pick-UP Trucks Only
A

Includes all factory equipment—you pay only $51 down and $51 per month
for 36 months! Hurry! See the big selection—all sizes—at the new and
used truck center of the Mid-South!

MORE THAN 50 SALESMEN TO
SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES!
Visit AU The Big Hoehn Locations During This Big
Bonanza Gold Rush Sale! Open 'Till 9 P.M. Every Night!

CHEVROLET
MID—SOUTH'S LARGEST

DEALER

New Car Showrooms: 367 Union / 2989 Summer
370 Union 12989 Summer
Used Car City:
Truck Center: 429 Union
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Mr. Avery, who lives in Plainfield, Nev,' Jersey, is a member
and former chairman of that
city's Local Assistance Board,
which supervises the operations
of the Plainfield Welfare DeLITTLE ROCK —Because of and opportunity across to young- partment. He is also a member
of the Plainfield Human Relagreatly expanding career oppor- er students will help "light the
tions Commission.
tunities, there is a vital need way" to higher education, and
A COORDINATOR
for reshaping the objectives and "must become a crusade" for
programs of study of the na- teachers, leaders and the pre- He is now serving his second
graduates,
term
as
a president of the Naof
tion's predominantly Negro col- sent generation
By LILLIAN S. CALHOUN act." But, he added, complaints office's determination to kee
tional Association of Market Decan be made to State Depart- control of programs in local and
leges, James S. Avery of Hum- Mr. Avery said.
"Integration
should be a pos- ments of Education and equally
velopers,
a
professional
associacompany
ble Oil and Refining
HIGHER SKILLS NEEDED
state hands, but added that FedNorthof
each
objective
itive
tion
of
executives
and
managecommenceto his office.
said here in the
Today's "most important reeral funds are available to beef
Comsystem,"
U.S.
school
ern
ment
people
from
both
sales
Philander
at
"is
address
continued,
ment
sponsibility," he
He indicated that if the presmissioner of Education Francis
up staffs of state education deSmith College.
that of motivating people to the and the public-relations field.
ent
program
fails
to
meet
the
answer to a DE,
Keppel said
needs of children in large partments.
In the past, when employment development of higher skills." He is a member of Frontiers
press
question
at
a
FENDER
International and Omega Psi
northern cities that Congress
"If a state department of eddoors were closed, students at
conference in the Conrad RUPhi Fraternity — serving as dismight make changes it deems ucation can't handle a program,
these institutions and the colon Hotel.
representative
for
the
fratrict
severely
were
best.
themselves
leges
we'll try the state library board
He stated it again: "Is it a
ternity's Second District and as
limited by the old status quo,
goal of education to integrate "In the fullness of time there and down the line."
a member of the national pubsaid Mr. Avery, who is also naschool children? The answer is may be changes. But I don't
lic- relations committee for
Achievement test scores detional president of a sales exeyes. Children ought to learn to- know enough to answer yet."
Frontiers International.
cutives' association and a naLater, he said, "Don't think manded by the Act will be acgether."
Assigned to Humble Oil's New
tional vice-chairman of the 1965
these programs will bring im- cessible to states.
Speaking earlier to a midYork offices, he coordinates sevcampaign of the United College
iste changes — it will take
Asked about raising the acaconference
of
regional
western
eral of the oil company's conFund.
time." He estimated that it demic level of
Joseph W. Westbrook,
—
WASIHNGTON
WESTBROOK
IN
Keppel
rdministrators,
the so-called disschool
areas
tinuing programs in the
might
Sixty-five to seventy per cent
take
four
or
five
years advantaged child, he declared,
supervisor of secondary education of the Memphis City
had made it rdear that funds for
of community and educational
to
accomplish
of the students at most such colmuch
_binge. "So-called IQ measures can be
Schools and treasurer of the Tennessee Education Conshared time projects would onrelations.
The office of education will ul- chewa to
leges have been training for
gress, was among 250 persons representing more than 115
change. The evidence
ly be granted if there is also timately
Dr. Ernest T. Dixon, Jr., is
teaching, Mr. Avery said. Many
direct
a
three
billion from work in New York City
classroom integration of public
organioations at the recent conference on Civil and Human
president of Philander Smith, a
dollar
others are studying for the minU.S.
program.
an
( in a pre-school projea.
Rights sponsored by the National Education association in and parochial school children.
liberal arts college founded in
istry.
Over and over, he stressed his Bellmore Is
Msgr. William E. McManus,
very hearten
Washington, D. C. Here Mr. Westbrook is seen chatting
1877.
A NEW DAY
head of the Chieago Catholic
with Mrs. Elizabeth D. Koontz, NEA vice president of the
"A college education was only
school system, was among
Department of Classroom Teachers.
a limited license to move into
school officials attending the
certain traditional fields of enCaptured
Fugitive
briefing but Public Schools
deavor," Mr. Avery said. "That
JAMES AVERY
Supt. Benjamin C. Willis was
is how it used to be," but a new
David Janssen, title role star
ne present.
day has arrived, he added, de- He cited estimates that profes- of ABC-TV's "The Fugitive,"
Keppel, when asked if his ofwill
jobs
technical
manding expanded curricula sional and
was momentarily shocked the
fice might have "a need for the
years,
seven
next
the
double
in
from the collages, now that
other morning when he brought
se•vices o; Dr. Willis," said
there is equal access to a grow- while the demand for unskilled in 'his daily newspaper. The
that he could not answer that
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col. length of page one read
"Opportunities are now open
He told the press that he inCAPTURED." nounced plans to give Selma which has been the scene of tegration of defacto segregated
on the broad job front," he told The young people in the fu- "FUGITIVE
January.
since
unrest
racial
economic
shot-in-the-arm"
"an
and
David,
well-educated
says
moment,"
must
be
a
"For
the graduating seniors. "You ture
Northern systems "would be a The dedication of the Tenn- F. Thompson,
May 29 as "Sel"I am not taking sides with long, tough job because of hous- Ark.-Miss. Council's new Kamp Council President, Germantown,
can make your own way as long well-trained, he said, or they "I thought I'd be out of a job. by designating
Senior Scout
Friendship Day."
the Ku Klux Klan, Martin Luth- ing factors and economic fac- Kiwani in Middleton, Tenn., is Miss Emily
as you bring competence and will live in "a world of lost But the story wasn't about our ma
Willams, Memphis,
said
he
out
Citizens
referred
to
anEarl
W.
Hall
sent
White
opporIt
or
the
unfulfilled
Kimble.
er
King
and
Dr.
dreams
scheduled
for
May
30 from 2:00 a former Kiwani camper
ability with you."
tors which are real. But eduwill
about 1,500 letters to urge peo- Council," Hall said. "This is cators should take the lead to- - 5:00. High on the list of honorother fugitive."
Getting this message of hope tunities."
be dressed in the camp attire
something that I've been think- ward school integration by do- ed guests will be Governor of of
1920 and will sketch the hisin„-; about for weeks. It will be ing as much as you can."
Tennessee, Frank G. Clement tory of the old
Kamp Kiwani,
strictly a people-to-people proHe disagreed with the De- who is making a return trip to located at Hardy, Arkansas.
ject."
suggestion
see
the
fender reporter's
growth of the camp...
Hall said his letters were that the Federal program might His last visit was in may of The history of the Sandy
"appeals to friendliness and not have greater immediate stress 1964 when he had the occasion Springs site will he related by
Mrs. J. C. Rogers, of Middlli
o so-called rednecks and
to participate in the dedication
ton from whom the proper:Fr
bigots."
ceremonies of the newly comwas obtained.
"I've stayed awake nights
pleted 70 acre Lake Okalowa,
After the Governor speakes,
thinking of how ho help the peoand to promise the construction
of a 2.2 mile blacktop road on Girls Scouts representing each
ple of Selma," he said.
of the four age levels, Brownie,
the Sandy Springs site.
"I want the people of AlaAt the dedication this year, Junior, Cadette. Senior, will
bama to get off their rear ends
the Governor will be thanked present him with gifts and a
ard stop couliting on George
for his fine road and for the special "thank you" for the
(Gov. George C. Wallace) to
helpful cooperation the Council camp road.
do everything fer them.
The actual symbol of dedicahas received from the state.
They've 1 e t George handle
tion will be a special Part of
OPEN TO PUBLIC
things for too long," Hall said.
Hall, 40, said he had discussed
The camp which has "grown the ceremony in which camthe project with Dallas County
up" since his last visit, has pers from the Council's estabSheriff Jim Clark and with Ku
been named with sentiment for lished camps Yetakt, TapawKlux Klan Imperial Wizard
old Kiwani
meet
the old Girl Scout Kamp Ki- mgo and
Robert Shelton.
wani, in Hardy, Arkansas. The three campers from new KaHall's letter read in part:
wani
all
carrying
items
signidedication is open to the pub• .."It is proposed that Selma
lic, and past campers from all ficant to camping. The burial
Friendship Dr.y be organized.
of
these
items
will
indicate
the
Girl Scout camps are invited
there would be no parades,
to come early and bring a pic- close of the ceremony.
marches, demonstrations or any
Before
and
after
the
actual
nic lunch.
FRANCIS KEPPEL
other form of agitation.
Festivities will begin with a dedication, girls from all over
"This would got be sponsor- on Southern school systems.
area
will be
formal
outdoor flag ceremony the tri-state
iny organization which
ed
"All legislation is compli- at 2:00 and retreat will be at participating
in
demonstrahas a history of civil rights in- cated, and regarding most
tions, waterfront activities and
5:00 p.m.
volvement. Simply. it would be northern systems, we have to
ceremony serving as hostesses.
dedication
The
the
over
04t ro:Iple from all
initially that they will open with songs by the Saying and canoeing ra.
of Alabama would drive take the word
ifaje
l
by and a swim meet will be pa
4 Selma on a chosen day to do are in compliance with the non- Girl Scout chorus followed
Edward of the afternoon's events.
from
welcome
the
clause
of
a
discrimination
shopping."
eir

Esso Executive Gives Address
At Philander In Little Rock

'Take Lead To Integration,'
Keppel Advises Educators

Governor To Attend
Dedication Of Girl
Scout Camp Kiwani

Wants'Love'N Kisses'
For Sin-Sick Selma
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PLAY TV BINGO
Get your FREE TV BINGO cards at Pic-Pac Food Stores
May 24th, Monday. TV Bingo Begins May 31st.
$50.00 will be the starting jackpot and $50.00 will be
added to the jackpot every day there is no winner!
Watch TV Bingo on WHBQ TV. Channel 13 every week
day 11:30-12 Noon.

1\lr

WS/

1E3CO"IF
GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU •
CASH WEEKLY...
SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED
20 New Tri-State Defender Carriers
In Walker Homes Subdivision
10 New Tri-State Defender Newsboys
In Lakeview Garden Area

10,000 QUALITY STAMPS
to each consolation Prize Winnert Even, time there is
a TV Bingo Winner, the next 20 ppopie to call and
Bingo win 10,000 Quality Stamps each! HAVE FUN
PLAY TV BINGO

Pit-PAL

767d gtores

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL
START Roy

Busnigg 01 YOUR

OWN...

say 41 Wins

Fill in order blank below er cull
Circulation Mgr. et §11.13111

Your name

Address

Numbers of papers wanted

Phone number
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.

•

•

19, 19

11
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Enrique Negron is visited by New York Police
Commissioner Michael Murphy in Fordham Hospital. Negron is recovering from stab wounds

TO THE LOSER BELONGS THE MUD

•

No Payment 'Til Sept.
MAYTAG Wringer

MAYTAG Wringer

WASHER
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tug-o-war team on a muddy battleground. As it turned out mud was
Bobbi's only "take home" trophy.

Bobbi Beran, Denver, Col., high
school student, is still able to smile
through coat of sticky mud received when she was one of a losing

o e
DRYER

NO
MONEY
DOWN

NO
MONEY
DOWN

I.g capacity round porcelain tub,
*Ore large wringer rots, I firm, I
flesible, adjust to all fabrics. Sedi.
merit trap captures dirt, powerful
agitator action.

MAYTAG Halo

Big capacity round porcelain tub.

Maytag's Halo of Heet surrounds
clothes with gentle even beat, •nding hot spots. Big capacity porcelain coated drum won't snag, ,inc
coated cabinet protected against
rust.

eche large wringer roll, I firm, I
flexible. adjust it all fabrics. Sedi-

ment trap captures dirt, powerful
agitator action.

'99 '139 '149
Model NX

We carry complete line of GENUINE MAYTAG PARTS
For Any Maytag Washer or Dryer Up to 40 Years Old

MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY
6 great washers...with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability

TE
•

A101

•••

Maytag dependability. for a
low-budget mice. Large Iced
capacity. Clothes bnetening
*relearn coshing 101011.

cies
Lesded with work-se ing
estres at modest pric . 2
speeds. New some cycle. Fabric
softener disperser. Metered
fill,

Special socb Cycle lot
0140 ClOther. FA*. ,•"•••. •
*wiser. I iM hunt az', -

Water purl Orirol

A702

Ultimate in nestling ease.
Custom Warts.Prevost,and
some cycle with automatic ; Push the tration in this summated Malta; that matches
Clrintw into regular washing
the load, and the masher do's
cycle Automatic bleach dis•
the rest automatically. NM"
parser.
softener dispenser and luta
.0 mane Item dispenser.

Starts as low as

198

EAPPLIANCE CO.
F.C?07
S

3411 Stumm*.
NOSaleol & l•someor

Phone 324-4408

R. G. Kinkle
L. E. Gatlin

SPRINGFIELD, Ohio — (U-[ machines. %%hen repairs are
quickPI) — Another phase of a pro- complete-, the body would
degram to hold a human body ly be brought back to 98.6
in a state of suspended ani- grees with the only change
mation for from 10 to 100 years from its condition at the time
has been completed with suc- It was frozen being the effect
cessful initial tests of the in- of the "thawing."
Should the process prove
terment capsule.
Juno, Inc., a Springfield feasible, the capsules could be
firm formed specifically to sold to cemeteries for about
work on the process of cryo- $5,000 to $8,000 each, Juno esgenic Interment, said the high. timates. The firm has had repressure, cylindrical capsule searchers working on the cappassed its first tests.
sule for about two years.
The 10-foot long model was The theory of suspending
the first full-scale capsule a- life through freezing was exble to meet the requirements plored and held feasibly by Dr..
of a near vacuum and almost C. W. Ettinger of Detroit, in
,instantaneous reduction of the a book and magazine articles
temperature inside to 250 de- some time ago. Ile is a colgrees below zero.
lege professor.
This would freeze the body
maturity
at its present level of
and prevent deterioration. It
could, perhaps, keep a body
free of bacteria for years until
cures for certain diseases can
be developed.
The cylinder was reported'
an efficient in tests that not
as much as a thimble-full of
outside air could get inside over a 75-year period. And
there's no problem of a power
failure because the capsule
contains its own power source
to maintain the temperature
from 10 to 100 years.
The next step is to test the
capsule in interment vaults
here and in Dallas and Los Angeles.
But the big job, as the scientist state it, is to bring a body
back to life after it has been
in the frozen state.
The process has been tried
on some higher species of animals in Russia and on some
lower types of cell life in this
country.
If the frozen bodies can be
revived, It means doctors will
be able to work on them to correct malfunctions or diseases,
much as a mechanic does on

WHITEHAYEN
ails M., SI 5

Phone 396-0995

CASH FAST!

BIG
BILLS?
•

Here's an easy solution on now to ease the
"bite" on your income when it comes to paying bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payback consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
during the week.

Easy
T.
Repay

Fast

• 152 MADISON
Phone 525-7611

Service

1X1*/
FINANCE COMPANY

• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Phone 527-8581

E
LEG
NEON,
COL
LAJACKS
TENNESSEE
Salutes all 1965 Graduates

• Fully Accredited by and member of Southern .Association
of Colleges and Schools
• Accredited by the State Board of Education of Tennessee
• A member of the United Negro College Fund

Cup Of Water
May Cost $50
In New York

1100i

ltdin small budget class. 6
iere h cycles. 2 speeds for all
fob cs Cold meter wash. Pot.
celemlumel top ono lid.

The Latest Way To 'Go'
Is Long, Cold Storage

inflicted when he attempted to rescue Patrolman
Philip Siegel who was caught in a Bronx melee.

NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
glass of water could cost $50
New
in
drought-threatened
York. That is the fine restaurants will pay starting May 25
if they serve the precious fluid
— except by request.
The newest phase of New
York's tight-water policy was
announced by Water Commissioner Armand D' Angelo. He
reported the city's reservoirs
were only 56 per cent full —
one third below their level this
time last spring.
And D' Angelo promised to
have 250 inspectors making the
rounds of 17,000 eateries to insure that no customer gets
even a drop of water automatically. He will have to ask the
waiter for it.
D'Angelo said the scheme
would help save 12 to 15 gallons daily.
The restaurants were also
warned to fix leaky faucets,
stop the continuous flow of water to toilet fixtures or sinks,
limit water piped to potato
peelers, use dish washing equipment on capacity loads only, and set refrigerating and
air-conditioning equipment to
the minimum water intake.

New Student Union to be Completed October, 1965
SUMMER SCHOOL CALENDER
SECOND TERM
FIRST TERM
June 7 Registration for First Term
9 Last day for registering or entering
new courses.

July 12 Registration for Second Term.
14 Last day for registering or entering
new courses.

July 10 Final Examinations for First Term.
Aug. 14 Final Examinations for Second Term.
1965-66 CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER
September
5 Dormitories open for Freshmen.-12 Noon
6 Freshman Orientation begins
7-8 Freshman Entrance Examinations
9 Registration for Freshmen
9 Dormitories open for Upper Clessmen
10-1I Registration for Upper Clessmen
II Late registration fee charged
13 Last day for registration
13 Classes begin at 8:00 A.M.

January
18-21 Final Examinations
SECOND SEMESTER
January
25 Registration for Second Semester
26 Classes begin at 8:00 A.M.
26 Late registration fee charged
27 Last day of registration
May
24-27 Final Exam:nations

"A Symbol of Christian Education"
1882 - 1965
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, President
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The Congo Today: Money And Manioc

SAT

By DIETRICH MUMMENDEY careful husbandry and exploit- once to put this to rights in providing 118 million to $20 miling of those resources, plus in- 1961. Ile gradually tightened lion, mostly to help the 2,200
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo telligent administration at the contml of spending and then Belgi an ti-chnicians i n the
- (U P I) - In spite of the top, the country's future could forced through a politically country of whom 1,200 are
Ila% age internal strife and per- be rosy.
dangerous devaluation of t h e school teacher s. help also
iods of anarchy that have bled
Observers here are inclined to Congo frenc that placed it value come. from the U.S.
five
the Congo in the nearly
give as much credit to Adoula at 300 per cent less than its Though no one claims t h e
years of its independence, its as to Tshombe for the improv- theoretical - and meaningless Congo has yet gotten over the
surprising
showing
is
economy
bump or could-not fall agaiqdh
ing affairs. It was Adoula, they - value.
signs of recovery.
say, who started the stabiliza- Local experts and their IMF Into chaos, there are many111111
Laigely this is due to mas- tion program that Tshombe has advisers hope to keep govern- signs that outside private ensive foreign support by the carried on.
ment spending to 50 billion termise has not forgotten that
United States, Belgium, West Tshombe's main credit lies in francs this year. This is the the Congo is one of the naturalGermany and the European
the way he has moved to stamp ceiling considered necessary if ly richest countries in Africk.
Common Market in general. down the rebels.
a new collapse, with accom- The giant mining concern,
But not entirely. Tight financial
panying spirais 'n prices and Union Minleie of Katanga, is
are
observers
Neutral
inclincontrol and strict austerity enwages, is to be evoided.
going ahead with a reinvestpraise
his
for
Tshombe
ed
to
forced by Premi er Moise
A slight rise In 1964-65 ex- ment program and modernizatackling
in
problem
courage
the
predecessor,
Tshombe and his
penses had to be anticipated for tion of Its plants at a cost of
Cyrille Adoula, also have been of rebellion with means not al- military purposes in putting millions of dollars. It plans to
ways popular with his African
effective.
down the rebellion. This cost is open a new mine in 1967.
Warning signals still fly - neighbors or even all his west- estimated at 12 billion francs In this capital city, plastic,
and the economic improvement ern friends.
or 24 per ant of the national textile, housel.old ware and
has yet to do much for the Figures now available place budget. Additional spending will other industries are expanding,
Congolese man in the street, or the Congo's 1964 exchange earn- be requited for reconstruction. acme of thenfroubling present
ings at $367 million, an increase
tho bush.
I espite t he Congo's ow n capacities, other opening new
The "black man's paradise" of 20 per cent over 1963's $305 stabilization program there is plants. The Unilever
Company
he was promised by his early million. This year, because of no question that the peg hold- recently started up Africa's bigin such cash crops as ing everything together is out- gest
losses
native
with
which
and
leaders,
the
is
and
Kerr
bicycle factory, the fifth
Marker's Jubilee Parade. Betty lives at 1408
KING AND QUEEN. Isiah Higgs and Betty Ruffin, both of
naivete he expected practically coffee, rubber, palm oil, cotton side aid whicii last year totalled largert in the world.
daughter of Mrs. Della Ruffin. Isiah resides at 884 Mason,
Georgia Avenue School, were the 'Luber Bynum Council's
immediately, still is a long way and tea in die rebel held areas, about seven billion francs.
look less immediately
Things
Apt. 235. He is the son of Mrs. Alma Higgs. The Council
tLe total is expected to drop a This year the U.S. alone is
off.
King and Queen. The royalty along attendant Rita Major
bright for planters in easterrigh
parade.
the
in
unit
walking
a
had
also
Cotton
the
in
car
decorated
$330
beautifully
about
to
cent
per
10
good
have
indendence
of
The years
rode in the above
supplying $25 million in support Congo, some of those propertiesMir
been pretty miserable years for million. Even this would be bet- funds, plus $6 million to $7 mil- have been devastated
or left
the average Congolese under ter than 1963.
lion from u.:used 1064 aid, and unattended for long periods.
cinditions that have made of Much of the Congo's initial fi- $15 million woith of "food for But their future is
looking up,
him either a resigned underdog nancial chsester after indepen- p'.ace" assista.me. From the too. Congolese banks, with
foror a violent aibel.
ence, including an inflation that Eurtpean Common Market has eign support, have promised a
The congolese worker or wrecked the Congo franc's pur- come another $15 million in credit of 1.5 billion francs ($10
housewife is likely to judge the chasing power, stemmed from support fur.ds. West Germany million) to rehabilitate ruined
state of affairs by how much uncontrolled government spend- ha., iillocated $2.5 million in coffee plantations and for livemanioc there is in the larder ing. Adoula began working at longterm credits. Belgium is stock breeding.
- and what it costs.
Manioc is the native staple.
A goal of $25,000 has been set Commerce. He is a member of PEORIA, Ill. - A thcrough who killed three civil rights It is crushed corn, a sort of
for the 1965 Support Effort for the Metropolitan Baptist Church. investigation of the Ku Klux workers near Philadelphia, coarse corn flour. It is to the
Owen College. The drive, which Peace is a graduate of Le- Klan was urged by Michael J. Miss., and buried their bodies Congolese what bread and
potatoes are to the white man.
will continue through June 15,
Moyne College, and has done Howlett, state auditor of pub- at the base of a dam.
A year ago, a working man's
will be headed by Samuel M.
lic accounts, at the opening of .."They were brothers under
Peace, of 4819 Horn Lake Road. graduate study at Tennessee A the 68th annual meeting of the he skin of the Nazis of Ger- family had to spend about half
Money raised in the effort will and I State University. He is Illinois State Council, Knights many, the know-nothings of the a month's salary for its manioc. Today it takes about a
be used for the current budget,imarried to the former Miss of Columbus.
850's, the APA's of the 1890's1 quarter of a worker's income.
Ii brary books, instructional
facultylMaggie Lynom, and has six chil- Howlett represented Gov. and all the men who lave enSo to that extent the man In
equipment, increases in
dren, four girls and two boys. Kerner and the state admin- couraged hatred of minority the street is better off than he
salaries and benefits, and for
in
always
groups,
the
of
name
istration at the meeting in the
SUPPORT EFFORT
was last year.
NEW YORK CITY -(ANPI) "thinking people," starting with voice and took control of their
financial aid to students.
for the 1965 Sup- Pere Marquette Hotel, Peoria. patriotism.
But the white man's food is - The 1964 Civil Rights Act just four men and ending up
Current budget for the College The theme
community from a handful dim,
"The
Invisible
has
Empire
deputy,
state
Cardosi,
still out of reach to most Con- may turn out to be one of the with 650, finally found their
will emphasize grad- Victor N.
is $248,000. The College enrolls port Effort
segregationists and terrorists MP
trans- presided at the gathering, at- written a record of active golese. An American frozen best things that ever happened
have
who
Owen
of
uates
of
source
Primary
students.
300
to ended by delegates represent- hatred of Negroes, Jews, Cath- chicken, imported as part of to the South, says writer Philip
support for the two-year institu- ferred to other institutions
olics, immigrants - almost the United states Aid Procollege work and ing 80,0(1) Illinois Knights.
M. Stern in the current issue
tion is from the Tennessee Bap- complete their
grain, Costs at the least about
employed in the Mem- Howlett said the Knights of everybody except itself.
of "Harper's" Magazine.
tist Missionary and Educational who are
activiities
and
purpose
"Its
Congilese
a
of
recent
and
per
five
patriotic
a
Columbus,
phis area:
"Now that it's th.: law, the
Convention.
should be exposed in the sun- working man's monthly pay.
Appearing in the campaign ligious order of Catholic layREALTY MAN
race issue will gradually fa It
an
terms,
other
into
public
Translated
of
the
In
light
in
opinion.
lead
the
take
should
men,
into the background - ani
Peace, a native of Shelby, brochure are: Joe Purdy, Specexposing the purpose and acti- investigation of the Klan and American worker earning $400
what will liberate everyone to
Mississippi, is owner-managerial Markets Manager, Pepsifor
DETROIT, Mich. -(NPI)$20
would
month
pay
a
philosophy
idenits
false
the
Klan.
the
of
v:ties
begin talking about moving SYRACUSE, N.Y. - (U P I)
of Peace Realty Company, and Cola Bottling Company of Mem- "On many occasion in our tification of the bigotry as a such a chicken.
A 41- year old father of three
Lakeview phis; Mrs. Dorothy Campbell
things.
other
on
ahead
of
Vice-President
history, the Knights of Colum- form of patriotism - the i Unskilled jobs in the Congo "I think you're going to real- - Alabama Negroes, disap- teenagers lost his life rescuing
Management Company. He is Henderson, Teacher, Memphis bus
have fought the Klan," said Knights of Columbus should. pay from 5,000 francs to about ly see the South blossom in the pointed but not discouraged in the youngest of the trio.
a member of the National As- City Schools; Dover Crawford, Howlett. "In 1927, the Klan tried lead."
8,000 francs a month. A minor next decade," Stern writes in their drive against racial dis- The dead man was Lowell
Cashier, Tri-State
sociation of Real Estate Brok- Assistant
crimination in the north, headgovernment official may make
to put bills through state legthe article titled "An Unexpect- ed home after two more of Whitlow. He was drowned in
ers, the United Mortgage Bank- Bank of Memphis, Miss Erma
$10,000. It is the rare Congolese
islatures to outlaw the K of
Lower Pettibone Lake after
ed Divided for the South."
ers of America. and the Ameri- Dockery, employee-in-Training,
their number were arrested in
who earns more than 15,000. The
Cs.
Stern recently completed a a last-minute demonstration. pushing his 13-year daughter,
can Institute of Management. Union Planters National Bank;
official
local
a
aas
franc
Congo
poentered
"When
Klan
the
librarian,
Grant,
W.
study of cities and areas in the Four persons, including two Kathy to safety when she stepHe is a trustee of Owen Col- and George
value of about 150 to the Amerilitical contests, a standard
South and his conclusion is that from Selma, Ala., were arrest- ped into a dropoff in the lake
lege, and a member of its De- Owen College.
dollar.
a
was
can
document
campaign
bed. A fisherman recovered
velopment Committee. He is a Other members of the Support
"Southern compliance with the ed late Monday night
while
Columbus
of
Knights
phony
the
as
which
Leopoldville,
In
member of the NAACP, the Effort Committee are Dr. Wm.
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - capital is better off than almost public accommodations portion demonstrating in front of the Whitlow's body.
oath.
South District Committee of the C. Aden, Dr. W. A. Bisson, Hoof the 1964 Act has been extra- the home of Gustav
F. Wat- The Whitlow children, Donna,
pledge by President Johnson said that he an; region in the Congo, there
Chickasaw Council, Boy Scouts sea Bridges, Dr. R. Paul Cau- "Copies of a bogus
18, Joseph, 15 and Kathy, 13,
is encouraged by signs that col- is a building boom awl the job ordinary."
ters,
vice
which
in
executive
president
laymen
Catholic
of America, and Past Presidentldill, M. J. Edwards, N. J. Ford,
lege students are talking more market is good again. Things As examples, he cites various of Niagara Mohawk Power said they had stopped at an isto
promised
purportedly
they
of
Gladney.
Chamber
Rev. Alexander
of the Negro Junior
communities and describes their
Corp., in suburban Fayette- land in the lake when their
hang, burn, boil and flay non- about world affairs even if ha that had nat been available anyprogress in Negro-white relafather lost a paddle.
ville.
Catholics and bury them alive may be enjoying it less.
where except on the black mar- tionsl
They were charged with in- Kathy said she pushed
- were circulated by tens of The college years were not ket from bicycles to soap and
he
meant to be passive, Johnson evim ordinary wooden matches In Birmingham, he say.;, a trosIon on real property, and father, in the four-foot long
thousands.
cliange has
political
sweeping
ceremony
House
White
a
in
said
"At one time, the Klan had
bail was set at 8500 e a c h. homemade boat, 20 feet from
are showing up again.
been the key to the city's vastfive million members. It elect- honoring the winners of the Wil- But a bicycle, a necessity in
About the same time, a bomb shore toward the drifting padly improved racial climate since
FoundaHearst
Randolph
liam
ed governors and members of
many cases, still costs 7,00 to
reported against dle when she stepped into 15
riots of 1963. Stern praises threat was
the
awards.
Journalism
tion
Congress, using money and infeet of water at the dropoff.
9,000 francs or more than a
new mayor-council govern- the local CORE headquarters.
the
new
a
saw
he
said
Johnson
fluence as well as terror.
month's salary for most.
McDowell, executive Whitlow leaped from the
ment, headed by a moderate John
cornand
awareness
of
"sense
the
"Recent headlines in
secretary, said he closed the boat, pushed Kathy back to the
Rents in Leopoldville, wheth- mayor, Albert Boutwell.
newspapers, and newsreels on mitment stirring among" to- er in the pecrest s I ums or
all the city's office when an anonymous tele- lip of the dropoff where she retelevision, have indicated the day's students. This was a wel- home :eft over from colonial In Tuscaloosa,
hotel and some restaut ants phone caller told him, "we're gained her fect, Apparently, .he
Ku Klux Klan is being revived, come change, Johnson said, housing range from 1,000 to 2,-suffered a cramp and vanishhave now integrated, and same going to blow you black
"You have read of the trial from the students of the 1950's. 000 francs a ioonth.
ed beneath the waters.
, "Along with others I used to What astonishes the visitor as of the hold-out restaurants give McDowell called police, who
of kluxer gunmen for the mut
that they are
der of Mrs. Liuzzo on the road be concerned about the silence," well as the resident is the num- the impression
a court order found no bomb.
iretween Selma and Montgom- then with a tongue-in-check ref- ber of sleek limousines one sees only waiting for
deputies Identified
they can Sheriff
erence to the wave of student cruising Leopoldville streets, to desegregate so that
ery.
they had no the four arrested as Mary Ann
"They were one in purpose demonstrations on civil rights with well dressed Congolese at tell their clientele
Gulledge and Leon Russell,
with the killers who slew a Nc- and the war in Viet Nam John- the wheel. Some, but not all, choice, he says.
Jackson, MiFS., progress both of Selm a, and Marilyn
In
gmo educator on a Georgia son said:
belong to government dignitaSafir and Patricia Sandro, both
highway.
"Today, that's not exactly my ries. How they are paid for - has come through the waning
LAON, France - Staff Sgt.
Syracuse.
"They were believers in the concern any more as you are the going rates starting at influence of the Citizen's Coun- of
Clifton January, son of Mr.
the numfour
to
raised
This
cil.
same evil cause as the men aware."
and Mrs. Albert T. January of
somewhere around 500,000
ber of arrests among the Ala- 5136 Prairie
francs - is one of the mysteries Stern believes that recent deAve, Chicago,
here.
stay
their
during
bamians
Miss.,
McComb,
in
velopments
of the Congo.
participated in Royal Flush
The Congo is an enormously highlight the greatest hope for Seven other persons also were 10, a North Atlantic Treaty
RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL POWER-MONTHLY BILLING
rich nation in natural resources other communities still ruled arrested in that period.
Organization (NATO) combat
and experts agree that with by segregationists. There the
exreconnaissance training
250 KWH 500 KWH 750 KWH 1000 KWH
ercise in Central Europe.
Sgt. January is a jet en8.90
7.90
6.90
5.00
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Post gineer maintenance techni17.28
13.53
9.78
West Memphis. Arkansas
7.53
15.08
DETROIT - (NP!) - A cian in the 66th Tactical Re12.33
9.58
7.64
Southaven, Mississippi
17.45
veteran of 19 years of com- connaissance Wing at Laon
14.5?
11.70
7.92
Little Rock. Arkansas
14.98
munity relations work, Joseph AB, France, a unit of the U.S.
12.23
9.48
7.54
Jackson, Mississippi
18.62
14.25
C. Coles' labors were reward- Air Force in Europe which
10.37
7.25
St. Louis, Missouri
ed with an appointment as as- constitute the major air com20.68
16.59
12.51
New Orleans, Louisiana ...... 7.17
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS
14.20
sistant director of the Detroit ponent of NATO for the de11.40
8.60
6.10
Atlanta, Georgia ...........
Commission on Community Re- fense of allied countries.
14.73
ONLY $100 OR LESS DOWN
11.73
8.73
5.51
Birmingham, Alabama
lations.
1958.
15.02
10 51
.. 7.67
Dallas. Texas .............
The appointment was made sistant director since March.
18 05
13.05
8.95
Louisville, Kentucky ... . 6.20
by Director Richard V. Marks. 1964, took over the comission's
18.25
13.72
10.04
. 7.56
Chicago, Illinois
Coles, who served as acting as- educational program.
4 Or. V-8.

$25,000 Goal Set In Urge IlL K. Of C's
Owen College Drive To Investigate KKK

Says '64 Rights Act One
Of Best Things For South
Ala. Negroes Father Drowns
Disappointed; Saving
Daughter
Return Home

Student Protests
OK With Johnson

How Memphis'and
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CHUCK HUTTON CO.

Average Bills for Cities of 2500 Population or More
1000 KWH
750 KWH
500 KWH ,
250 KWH
-18.86
-10.61
-14.51Memphis rates effective January 1,1965. All other rates from Federal
Power Commission ''Typical Electric Bills-1964" representing rates
in effect January 1,1964.

Use electric power
for better living
at lower rates
MLAGW

Which was
18th century England's
favourite pastime:
Rugby or Gordon's?
Sporting Englishmen first played Rugby
around 1870. Which means Gordon's
had the field to itself for over a century.
Since 1769, to be precise.
The yearM r. Gordon made
his silky-smooth, icydry discovery. The gin
that's still England's
biggest seller. Not to
mention America. And
all the rest of the funloving world. Next
time you're in a sporting mood,tryGordon's.
Every bit as exhilarating as Rugby. But not
so exhausting.

MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS
& WATER DIVISION
is,,cv Ch 1,D OWN I
118111C1 III $ I On molt nous 113,1(110 rare G0111 101100 Gana

1956 PLYMOUTH

Automatic
Trans. Radio & Htr. ONLY

1957 FORD
V-8, Automatic Trans,
Radio Heater, New White Tires

195

s595

SPECIAL'
SUMMER DISCOUNT

$295

CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS

1957 OPEL
2 Or. Sedan, With Radio, Htr.
All Vinyl Interior

1957 DODGE
4 Or. V-8 Automatic Trans., Radio, Htr.
Power Steering & Air Gond

$595

1958 CADILLAC
Radio, Htr. Auto. Trans., Power Steering $795
& Brakes, Real Nice

Many More Bargains To Choose From

1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143

2 H.P. To Cool 1200 Sq. FT. Home
$449 Installed
2Ti H.P. To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Home

C

$549 Installed
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT. Horne
$649 Installed
4 H.P. To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Hoin•
$749 Installed

FREE Estimates • Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For J.M. MOSELY

MAY DAY MFG. CO.
1047 Florida Stroot

45 YEARS WITH DODGE

• •

, 19650
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• SPORTS
HORIZON
By BILL UTILE
ine honorable Elijah MuhamLISTON•CLAY Fit— Of all places the world heavy- mad immediately drew on the
weight championship was to be champ's notoriety and made
decided at a desolate spot call- him one of the chieftains. This
ed Lewiston, Maine. The fight may have been his biggest miswas kayoed at its original site take. Heavy gnat d was given
in Boston which was the climax Cassius when rumors spread
X',
to a long and concerted effort to that avengers of Malcolm
discredit the credentials of the death had fingered Clay. Gas principals, Sonny Liston and eous Cassius motored into town,
Cassius hlarcellus Clay III. The in his personal bus with a sign
Massachusetts Boxing Associa- just reading Heavyweight Chemlion had given the bout the Pion of the World apparently
little
concern for
green light earlier but Muham- showing
life.
mad Ali, the name Clay took omthreats made against his
after his Black Muslims indoc- Retirement could be the retrination, was hospitalized for ward for the loser of the fight
and since glamorous Clay proAllia hernia operation.
Clay's loquaciousness and Lis- fesses to be "pretty" he perthe agony
ton's long record of skirmishes haps could withstand
Liswith the law, keep their critics of defeat much better than
heart
busy with material that might ton, a min who has kind
be used to sway public opinionlfor swelling the treasure chests
against them. Then when Clay of Police Departments across
wrestled the title away from Lis- the nation.
NICKLAUS WINS OPEN
ton under strange circumstanand last year's
ees in Miami, many biff fans Masters champ
winner
still believe the performance eading PGA money
Columbus,
rated the attention of the Mo- Jack Nicklaus of
on the
lion Pictures Academy ot Arts Ohio caught the leaders
Johnny
and Sciences rather than con- inal day and defeated
sudden death
ettderstion by Ring Magazine Pott on the first
hole to win the Memphis Open
natings.
Tournament last Sunday
Regardless of the knocks Golf
afternoon at Colonial Country
these pugilists have been exposClub. The win was good for
ed to in the sports columns of a $9,000 first place money. Big
slew of writers across the counJack played for a safe par on
try Clay and the "Big Bear" are
playoff hole after Pott had
unquestionably the best in their the
to settle for a bogey.
division. So what seemingly is
Cigar-smoking Charles Sifford
logical isn't at all. Maybe the
of Los Angeles and Clifford
campaign is to break the plate
Brown of Nashville became the
Agot Liston, whose mother lives first
Negroes to participate in
W out from Forrest City, Arkansas, the Memphis Open. Brown, 150
streets
and turn him out in the
after two rounds, failed to make
again to unleash his raw power the cut while Sifford shot a 287
underworld.
the
in the ways of
for the four rounds.
A CHANGED MAN
that
saying
without
It goes
Liston is better at being destructive than conversing about Plato's Republic. His manager once'
told the story of their driving
along a New ;Jersey freeway
and being afraid to tell Liston
that they had just passed their
exit. It appears that Liston is
By FRANK WATSON
tired of the continuous bad publicity that seems to follow him, Central Press Sports Writer
QUESTIONS
or he is beginning to mature as
1-13oco the World Boxing
40 beckons?
Association renognise Cassius
The Liston training camp was Clay as heavyweight champ?
Lewisthe
from
miles
12
up
set
2—What team won the NCAA
ton arena in a historical resort age crown this season!'
own Poland Spring. The Man- 3—What teem won the NCAA
gion House, his quarters, has ewe title last season!
HIS teamifoused such dignitaries as PresHOOHEIR
mate, Cassie
i d e ii t s McKinley, Theodore
HoovRussell, got
Roosevelt, Taft, Harding,
more headline's,
er, Coolidge and its latest legbut this rugged
VendarY figure Liston.
ball hawk helpFavored to win back the heaed ea much to
vyweight crown he dropped to
make the Wolverines go. He.
the elusive Kentuckian, Liston
was picked by
has been most cordial to newsthe Detroit Pismen who have found their maps
tons in draft
very helpful in locating the
ANSWERS
emergency fight scene. The writ7r1011-3
ers had better play it cautious
ellt
9 10f1--3
-,
fo: the "Big Bear" will be on
trial in his new role of experi0031)
:94o
ITITBITtfTm
conof
menting with the virtues
Distributed by Central Press
geniality.
When Clay hooked up with the
Muslims sect, the followers of

PLAN SUMMER CAMP. Scoutmaster Henry Wright 117, United Civic Club, is working with his boys making ready for summer
Camp Currier near Eudora, Miss. All boys
looking forward to camp can expect Instruction from a qualified man in first aid,
cooking out-of-doors, camping, axemanship
as well as archery, boating and canoeing
on the lake and swimming in a fresh water

pool. Boys who wish to attend camp must
get his fees into the scout office by June
4, 1965 and bring his medical blank signed
by a M.D. Camp fee is $10.50 per week. The
first week of the camp runs from June 6 12, with the second week starting June 13
and ending on the 19th of the same month.
Norval B. Powell will serve as camp di.
rector.

Mississippi Valley State College in Itta Bens, Miss, will
close the curtains on the scholastic year May 31, at 10 a.m. One victory stands between Douglass advanced to the
Four final round of the Prep League
when Dr. J.H. White, president, Douglass and the District
baseball championship after playoffs by staging a four run
confers degrees on members of
he Red Devils stunned Carver fifth inning uprising to overthe graduating class.
-3 in the first game of a best come a two run deficit held by
Dr. M. K. Curry, president two of three series last Friday
Manassas to down the Tigers
of Bishop college, Dallas, and evening at Tobey Park. A win 4-2 in a tight pitching duel. The
a native of Arkansas will be on Tuesday of this week by the game was a near prototype of
the commencement speaker. Division II champs, or a tri- the last meeting between the
He is a graduate of Morehouse umph on Thursday, should a rivals. It was the same inning
University, third game be needed, would with an equal amount of runs
college, Atlanta
and obtained his doctorate give Douglass its third straight scored. Ironic the key play
from the University of Chicago. District title. The opening game each time was a bunt perfectDr. Bernilee Faison, pastor of loss was Carver's first of the ly placed down the third base
the Salem Baptist Church, Jer- season after 10 wins and a tie. line by Douglass pitcher Larry
sey City, New Jersey will be Douglass nailed down its 12th Wellington.
the
speaker, consecutive victory against no SEVENTH WIN
baccalaureate
defeats.
Wellington's good bunt loadt
May 30.
ed the bases and Clarence
hlabon, who hiked his batting
average to .552, got his second
hit to drive in the first run.
Before hard luck loser Roy
Kimble got the side out, four
runs had been scored. This was
driving
allegedly
for
Houston
Cleveof
—
—
all undefeated righthander WelHOUSTON (UPI)
land (Big Cat) Williams, who while drunk. The patrolman WAS lington needed to post his
win of the campaign.
came within one fight of a pos- taking Williams to Tomball, seventh
jail when, the patrol- He was aided by a great catch
to
Tex.,
boxing
title
heavyweight
sible
man alleged. William tried to in the fourth by centerfielder
and then pt. into a near-fatal
and wrestled with the George Willis who had to race
was encape
scuffle with a aptralman,
lofficer, causing the officer's pis- to the fence to hand in a fly
ball off the bat of Kimball.
Itol to discharget.,
in jail on a new charge.
Extreme wildness by southWilliams was arrested after i Williams was shot in the lower
paw Gentry Delaney proved
polic got a call from his wifeabdomen and suffered extensive Carver's downfall. The tall
damage from the .38 caliber
saying he had threatened her
der weennotulgohn gtos regerrey portsider had almost as many
v endu
Hceou
a11 re
slug.
wild pitches as the 10 strikeouts
and was waiting outside a barred
becue place where she worked, leased from the hospital earlier he recorded. In the initial
frame Douglass parlayed two
this year.
with a pistol.
free paces, a single and a hit
Officers said they found Wil- It had not been determined
lead, After
would ever be batsman for a 3-0
Williams
whether
parking
a
in
auto
liams in his
at 3-3,
again. At the time Carver tied the score
fight
to
able
Heiner
of
block
1100
the
in
lot
the
he had been chosen Douglass plated a run in
Street and arrested him. Police he was shot,
boxers to fight it fourth and added two Insurance
said they asked him to give among four
out for the title left vacant when markers in the sixth to decide
them his pistol and he reached
the World Boxing Association the issue.
under the dashboard of the auto
ousted Cassius Clay. The WBA The Douglass defense, which
and gave them a gun.
refused to recognize Clay when committed four errors, was
eartransferred
was
Williams
Clay and Sonny Liston made tight in the clutch as Carver
jail.
city
from
jail
ly to county
left nine runners stranded.
plans for their rematch.
justice
before
was
charged
He
---------------- _1
of the peace Jack Treadway
1
with carrying a pistol.
•
•
The 31-year-old Williams al- I
I
of
November
most died last
i
wounds he received in an en- 1
i
i
patrolhighway
a
with
counter
1
Kindly send me the Tri-State
man wit) had arrested him north t

(Cat) Williams Jailed For
Threatening Wife With Gun

New Subscription Order i

Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

Boom!

‘.77,11104.4...
Station Cecil Field, Fla., in the 154 lb. class
TOP MAN WINNER. Sam ilowell, a Hellof the Sixth Naval bistrict Wrestling Tourcat wrestler from the Naval Air Station
nament May 11. Ilowell captured that match
Memphis, Tenn., proves strength and tech.
8-0 but failed to take the 6th ND title.
nique is a vital aspect-in wrestling when he
met Richard Olden from the Naval Air

STOCKTON, Calif. — (UPI)
— Two Army Ordnance experts were called here to dispose of a box of 89 live 20-millimeter cannon shells found in
I TO
the city dump.
The discovery was made
when one of the shells accidentally exploded. City officials said the shells apparently
Street Address
were thrown out during StockCity
pickup
rubbish
annual
ton's
drive.

the Shaw nine was never in jeopardy.
Coupled with the timely hitting of Bob iieight, Mayo Weaver and Long, and the effectiveness of Walton on the mound,
RALEIGH, N. C. — Shaw Un- log.
Fayetteville State was not in
iversity Bears came up with Fred Long, the Bears' second the ballgame after their first
the big plays .ieeded to annex leading hitter, delivered the big- inning assault.
their second straight CIAA base- Mow in the openiii: inning with Walton retired the sides from
1....11 championship by clobber- a sharp- single to deep left to the second inning through the
ing Fayetteville State College plate Willie French and Bob seventh. He moved down 17
on the losers' diamond by a Height. The Broncos retaliated straight batters before giving
score of 13-5. In winning, Jim- with four runs in their half of up a walk to Sam Fryer in the
my Lytle's club closed out the the 1st inning to tie the game 7th frame after he had retired
season with a 9 and 4 CIAA at 4-all.
the first tyro batters in the innWillie Jones' double to center ing. In recording his sixth win
scored Nat Wilson for the Bears of the '65 season, the best in
go-ahead run in the top of the the conference, Walton struck
3rd inning and from that time out 13 Broncos.

Shaw University Bombs
Fayetteville St., 13-5
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TRI-DEFENDER NEWSBOYS CONTEST
JUNE - JULY - AUGUST
CONTEST CLOSES THE LAST WEEK OF EACH MONTH PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY EACH MONTH TO
THE TOP THREE SALESMAN

March.
ission's

THE BASE PAY FOR NEWSBOY AND NEWSGIRL WILL BE
THE AMOUNT OF PAPERS SOLD AND PAID BY MAY 29th.

SUMMER SPECIALS

ON AIR CONDITIONING
CENTRAL-UNITS • WINDOW-UNITS
FANS
Home Remodeling — Den Additions
Kitchens Remodeled
F.H.A. and CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
FREE ESTIMATES

KLONDYKE

Your Field Manager will explain
rules and regulations.

EXAMPLE

'600

your tar worth

$900
add 1400 all...wry
your total allow•ns•

To the Valu•
of 'four Car

$1,500

$10.00
8.00
6.00

Lot 2
$1195
$11195

•-does sedan. Fully •quiesped,
tottery or, factory warranty;

$1495

'64 Rambler
American

Adoor. Straight shill.

$995

'62 Chevrolet
Pryl Air Acyl
000 •etual

Streight shift 20,-

• $1495
Factory air.
$1195
'42 Rambler
'60 Cadillac

Dully equiePed.

'61 Plymouth
4sloer. Straight

Snort CANDO

, $05
,•

New motor

'60 Plymouth
Fury emsertible. 8.5, auto

(141 cars Is steal S.'hoes* Sr..)

•

drift.

'Si Cadillac

TO CHOOSE FROM

Pictures of the Top Three Salesman for the month will be run in

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.

The Tri-State Defender monthly

Factory-approved loarraosty available ONLY
from Your Cadillac dealer.
$41 Cable
JA 14111MO

when qualified

WITH NORMAL DOWN

'61 Falter
2-door. "'eight
'61 Rambler
5ta tiow•gon.
shift

stick. Raft

$its

INN.

Good credit,
bad credit,
no credit
raylIrtel
t.,mt for

WEEKLY OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS

American, •utornatie trans. 11.
die and heater, factory air.

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE

'Per
Mosth

Delivers A
New Rambler

NO CASH NEEDED

LOT 1
'63 iterablier .
'64 Rambler

OVER
75

3

oo

50

USED CAR CLEARANCE
TWO LOTS
PULL OF
FINE
USED CARS

• 2. 5 POINTS FOR PROMPT PAYMENT
3. 10 POINTS FOR CUSTOMER LIST

SPECIAL PURCHASE
ADD

FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
275-8451
‘1284 Jackson Av•.

1. YOU WILL RECEIVE 5 POINTS FOR EACH.
PAPER SOLD OVER YOUR BASE

•

Red Devils Trying For
Third District Title

Straight

'60
'56
'SR
'59
'61
'57
'St
'$7
'St
'60
'53
'St
'60
'56
'60
'57
'60

Ches. Wagon ..5695
Rambler Wagon 5295
Rambler 4-Dr...$295
Char. 4-Dr. ....S395
Ford 4-Dr.
$995
Chryslor
S395
Rambler
S295
Pontiac
S195
Cadillac
5695
$397
Rambler
Ford
$167
$291
Plymouth
Studobalosr
5391
Plymouth
$195
Rambler Wagon $597
$295
Dodge
Choy. 2.Dr. Sod. $597

Station Wagons
'64 Rambler
Classic. Radio and
car warranty.

SAYE
New

heater.

'64 Rambler
American.
.Standard

SAYE
guar-

Radio
and
'seater.
t,ant. New Car

•nteo.
'63 Rambler

SAYE'

ClassM 770. Air, radio and heater
Low milerrge. 4 to cheese

'63 Rambler
Automatic
• heater

$1195

Iran.

Radio

'44 Itemblar
4-door. Immacuirstc
'61 Rambler
4.deer
60 Chevrolet

$695
$OS

4.doer. Ready to go!

'59 Chevrolet. from $595
2 to cheese Irons.

$195
S1195

IR Olds
'60 Olds

Abasserry•r. Excellent cond. Li.
Pow!

'51 Rambler
Esfry

$495
Or..

SECURITY RAMBLER

675 and 695 UNION

and

$995

JA 5-6397
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Goodwill Store Will
Offer 'Cool' Bargains

Jessie Mahan Center To Fish Fry Will
Dedicate Presley Annex Precede Women's
Day At Bailey

The Jessie Mahan Day Care of Elvis Presley for whom the
Center located at 929 Delmar annex is named. Mr. Presley
was opened in the fall of 1958. has made several significant doThe Center had two major pur- nations and the members of the
poses, that of providing ade- board thought it fitting to give The New Wright's Chapel
Baptist Church at Bailey, Tenn.,
quate day care for children of recognition to him.
working mothers and serving as Shelby United Neighbors and will present its annual Women's
a teacher-training and demon- the Memphis Housing Authority Day Program on next Sunday,
stration center for persons in- have also played a major role
throughout the years in the un- and the guest speaker for the
terested in day care work.
morning will be Mrs. L. C. LuOriginally the center was de- dertaking.
signed to handle 25 preschool Many city, county and state ther, wife of the pastor.
children. But increased demands officials are expected to attend Mrs. G. P. Young, an outfor its services soon resulted in the dedicatory services which standing community worker will
the expansion of the facilities are set for 4 p. m.
be the speaker for the afternoon
such that the Center could han- The public is invited.
meeting.
elle as many as fifty children. Mose Walker, Jr., is chairThe church will sponsor its anOn Sunday May 20, a new an- man of the Board and Mrs. H.
nual
Fish Fry on Saturday night
Center.
of
the
director
Jones,
H.
honor
dedicated
in
nex will be
at the church, and the public is
invited.
Mrs. Victoria Jones and Mrs.
Lois Taylor are co-chairman of
the observance.
Bailey is located between Germantown and Collierville.

The Goodwill Industries Store, the 135 handicapped who are
94 N. Second, has been newly employed at Goodwill Indusair conditioned and remodeled tries.
for summer 1965. Heretofore, It is poss131e to shop at the
the over half-century old Good- recently air conditioned Goodwill building had been only par- will, in modernized surroundGaily air conditioned.
ings, and to save at the Bonus
In gratitude for the generous Day on Tuesday, June 1.
support of those concerned with Persons who support the
the welfare of Goodwill Industries'
handicapped
workers
Goodwill is offering special bonus days each Tuesday. Hourly,
from the time of the store's
opening at 9 a. m. until closing
at 6 p. m., special bargains will
be offered in men's and women's clothing, electrical applia.ices, furniture, books, records,
knicknacks and toys.
Profit from these sales go
toward paying the salaries uf

Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Yo(
Get—
S 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00.....
$2,500.00
$5,000.00
Cash

Approx.
Mo.
Payments
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
$ 58.20
$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank

Famous.Smooth. Mellow
IiixugOTlnAIMr VER130111,011SIFY 86 08 90 FlOGF DISTUDAND BOTTLE3 lIffilOUS Oil

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

CROW VitIllECI 00 ,f19111FORT.Iff.

Commencement Speaker
BOSTON — (NPI) — Boston
university will have a former
African cabinet member to deliver the principal address for
its annual Spring commencement exercises at Nickerson
fields for Sierra Leone, who is
currently associate director of
International Health, School of

•

Martini Men prefer
Crisp,London Dry

Gilbey's

Get the Birdie
every time!

NEED MONEY?

Goodwill stores are helping to
provide work and wages for handicapped people.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
6CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
MORE

CHOSEN FOR BRAIN RESEARCH — Biology major, Levi
Watkins, a Tennessee State University honor student and
1965-66 student council president-elect, was selected to attend a six-week summer research project at the University of California at Los Angeles' Brain Institute at UCLA's Medical Research Center. Watkins, who will report
to UCLA June 26, will be among 25 upper-level undergraduates collected after a country-wide talent search for the
Brain Research project. The Summer-Study will visit
other research centers and special projects.

•

-WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREURENTIAL
SERVICE'

DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN • 90 PROOF • 100% DRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • W & 8.
DILDEY. LTD. • DISTRIBUTED SY NATIONAL DISTILLERS `Pj)DUCTS COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY

Ladies Man Brooms
NOTICE
NEWSBOYS
In Big Sweep-Up Would you like to have the Tri-State
Defender

Wins Art Contest

Joyce Hood, 409 West Garfield Blvd., Englewood High
School junior, won national
honors in the Scholastic Art
Award show for her work in
The ladies of the City Beauti"Textile Design". Fifty states
ful Club 61st ward, sponsored
submitted work judged for the
a "Come Sweep with Us" proAnnual Show held in New York ject on Saturday morning, May
City.
22. Each person of the ward cooperated by sweeping and clean-

delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR
THOSE

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming
to you weekly.

ing his back yard in order to
TOOTHACHE help
keep Memphis beautiful.

YOUR NAME

that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release Mrs. Gertrude Bridgeforth
formula puts it to work Instantly to stop throbbing
was chairman of the project.
toothache pain, so safe docCommittee members included
tors recommend it for
tegthing.
Mrs. J. W. Dickey, Mrs. Ruth
o
Whitsey, and Mrs. Hazel Allen.

Address

Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief

•
ra-jel

TIGER-IN-THE-TANK

SWEEPSTA

Mother's name

•

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tennesee

Classified
Autos For Sale

Ads

iFurn. For Sale

• e •

Help Wanted

CADILLAC 1951
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
PEWS FOR SALE
OR '1' PIN U. IN RI 1 le TO 190X 1541,
30 pewe 12 foot In length.
4 DOOR SEDAN
W 1198 fliN SA Ladd, NC.
398-5836 or 398-6610
,USE
• LeAver Steering — Brakes
BA !deka.) Bal.F-Allottamaila.) ENs00,06.90 OR 10c COIN bolt REPLY.
• Guod Condition
Light assembly work to do at
• Good Tires
MO MAIDS NEEDED NOW
/11,,hest eateries. No waiting to start home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com• Price $350.
work
No experience needed. Nicest
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
MU 3-6822
homes,. Mahn own rams with TV.
advanCea. FIN girt on
For aide or swap Dodge Car for Dia- Fare
arrival.
Algot your friends Am". Send name
and
Apts.
mond or what nave you, tie value. — phone
number of reference mm.10114117.
498-4618
•111.1 AlAIOB A90h8411(
IfOR RENT
$1960 Ihiper 88 Oldtmobtle 4-13 Sedan
153 N. Main Street
Newly Decorated Apartment.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Full

(NO PURCHASE NECESSARY)

GET ENTRY BLANK
AND ``LucKy TIGER"
Kay CHAIN FREE
AT yoUR
ESSO STATiON!

power, air-cond., one
cjlt 397-1647

owner

HOME FOR SALE
NEAR GRADE, JUNIOR
& HIGH SCHOOLS
CITY BUS BY DOOR
3 LOVELY
FIELDSTONE HOMES

ieeport. N. Y.

MA11,8.(MA rt. 01811) NEW 01/1890
LIVE-IN JUL65. 111:09-196 FElt WE.
FARE AliVANCE1),
/IA Ito PLO ES111,01.4ENT AirENCII
MIX in
Lt NRItivoll, N. Y.

PART TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275-9676

1086 8°1414 Bellevue
Arlon (tom future tu a nch of Union
Planter
Bank.
&intuits
eon 'ince,
double eel rea 1, Goof Imam:et beat. NO
chrirlren.
$50 Month
vail ABAll 118

Houses For Sale

LONG VIEW 'HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DEN •
Modern. Eat in kitchen. Plus
car port. $450 down; includes
closing cost. Approximation,
$72 month note.
• Shown By Appointment •
Call Mrs. Battier Martenn,
2027 LARAMIE — TRY TO MATCH
138 6618. Mrs Lealo Hendon
/
2 FT. LIVTHIS! 2 BEDROOMS. 161
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
ING ROOM a, DINING ROOM CARKITCHEN.
VENTAHOOD
PETED.
HOUSE FOR SAIL
CERAMIC TILE BATH. PLUS A 20
x 30 FOOT GARAGE WITH 9 a 20
1957 DELMAR
LAUNDRY
LOVELY
WORKSHOP.
Salesmen
and
saleswom,m Two bedrooms, living room and
ROOM & rA BATH. OWNER WILL
$1,200. OR wanted to sell retail
FOR
EQUITY
SELL
advertisdining
room
combination.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT.
ing in the Memphis market.
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
We
SHOWN
pay 25 per cent and 30
THESE HOMES
$1 G.I., PLUS CLOSING
per cent contract commission Mr.
BY APPOINTMENT
James Jones, GL 2-5273
on
the
dollar.
JUST CALL 386-3738
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
THE
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
SNELLINGS
F. L.
HOUSE FOR SALE
Lakeview Gardens
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO. 236 South Wellington Street
Beautiful three bedroom brick, living
Memphis,
274-5809
Tenn.
EVERGREEN
1247
and dining room combination, fire- 0
place, one and a half bath, eat in
Member American Real Estate Maids, Guaranteed
all electric. Large cloeeta,
Good New kitchen,
louble carport. F HA Roomiest. GI or
Assn.
York Live In Jobs, $35-$55 FHA
loon. Call Mr. George C. Willweekly fare advanced. Harold kerns -- 3914 5173 or 327-31186 —
alr.conditioned and heating,
MUST SETTLE ESTATE, Employment Agency, Dept, 22, .sntral Southland
Realty (o
WILL SACRIFICE BEDROOM Lynbrook, New York.
1003 RAMONA, SPRINGDALE
SUITE, LEATHER ROCKER,
area. Early American brick,
KITCHEN CABINETS, FORCE- PRINTERS
WANTED painted light green, white trim,
;AIN TOP TABi E AND
black shutters, boxwood shrub(Male and Female)
CHAIRS, REFRIGERATOR, 2
bery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FHA,
PORCH CHAIRS, 2 CHILL Linotype
operators,
proofCHASER. WII,L BE SHOWN readers and floormen. Only ex- 611,775 with $375 down or asFRI., SAT., SUN. PT 1177 perienced personnel should ap- some loan for $1,600. Open for
MI=ISSIPPI AVE. FROM 9 ply. Witte, Personnel Dept. Co inspection. BR 5-4296.
Sale by 0w-Her, Choice Location
Chicago Defend
2400
S. 3ForBedroom.
TO 4.
Fleldatone Horne. Larger
Michigan Ave., Chirago ,,A16 Corner Lot. lenced
633 5641
hack Yard. Come
eee anytime. 702 E. McKellar
046Minms.
4 532

2093 LARAMIE — 3 BEDROOMS,
18 FT. KITCHEN. CARPETED 'LIVFEMALE HELP WANIED
ING & DINING ROOMS, CERAMIC Attractive. Intelligent, alert; repreeenTILE BATH. FENCED. ONLY $400 tett ve for Chicago agency, 17 No.
State St., Slots 1370. Chicago 2. III.
DOWN. FHA, SEE THIS.
2102 LARAMIE — 6 ROOMS. LIVING ROOM & DINING ROOM CARTILE
BATH.
PETED, CERAMIC
NEW 15 YR. GUARAETEED ROOF.
AIR CONDITIONER TOO.
LEAVING STATE. THIS IS A GOOD
BUY.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

041111111111160'

Solitatit.
SPORTS-FASTBACKS
by RAMBLER

N

Land a Marlin! The big, bold, brand-new car by
Rambler with the fast lines, deep luxury and
man-size room, plus reclining front seats, and
all of Rambler's solid extra value features.
Thrill to responsive sports action from the
3-speed automatic, big V-8 under the
hood and power disc brakes.

Store For Sale

(r,„., Howe, OIL 11, REPINING COMPANY, GPM

GROCERY STORE
FOR SALE —BY OWNER
1326 Florida St. WH 2-5886
G & S Food Store
Large double store—Excelperson. For appointment
lent location. Good terms to
iesponsible a n d reliable
person. F o r appointment
em gi a Smith.
call M rs
W II 2 5886

Special Services
10 LONE STAR BOATS WITH MERCURY MOTORS .. . 50 RCA VICTOR HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS ... 50 GENIE GARAGE DOOR
OPERATORS ... 100 OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS ... 500 TYCO RACING SETS ... 500 RCA VICTOR RADIOS ..•

MORE THAN TWO MILLION PRIZES AND GIFTS!
Two separate drawings give you two chances to win!
Nothing to buy, nothing to write but your name and
address. Just ask your Esso dealer for your FREE
"Lucky Tiger" Key Chain (registered in your name in
case you ever lose your keys). Send in the card that comes
with it and you are entered in the big TIGER-IN-THETANK Sweepstakes! Separate drawings held on June 17
and July 14. All entries remain active until Sweepstakes

is over. Enter soon at your Esso station. And while
you're there, why not put a tiger in your tank with Highenergy Esso Extra gasoline? Happy Motoring)

PEST
•EXTERMINATING COT
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Banded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE

KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
HUMBLE

-A. A. REPINING COsePANY

AMERICA S LEADING ENERGY COMPANY ... MAKERS OF ESHO OPICIDUCTS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES •
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 IL 1711 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
•
162-164-16‘ REALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

